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ABSTRACT [

A STUDY OF THE ABILITY OF THE DO DETECTOR TO MEASURE [
THE SINGLE JET INCLUSIVE CROSS SECTION

By [

I
Richard Vincent Astur

The DOexperiment began accumulatingdata at the Fermilab Tevatron in I

May of 1992. Protons are collided with antiprotons at q's=l.8 TeV and an expected

peak luminosity of 5x1030 cm-2 see-1. The DOdetector is an all-purpose detector I
, that will have exceptional jet reconstructioncapabilities derived from superior

' calorimetry and nearly 4rt angular coverage. One of the many physics measurements I
that will be made at DOis the inclusive jet cross section. Comparison of this cross

section with theoretical predictions allows us to test the accuracy of the standard Imodel of Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD). This comparison is usually in the form

of a measurement of the differential cross section with respect to the transverse

energy of the jet. The extended angular coverage of the DOdetector allows I

measurements of the differential cross section as a function of jet rapidity as well.

Recently completed calculations of the next-to-leading-ordercontribution to the I
inclusive cross section result in predictions with reduced theoretical errors. In

addition, recent fits to data from deep inelastic scattering and single photon I
experiments further restrict the quark and gluon structure functions of the proton

which are necessary in the theoretical predictions of the cross section. It may be that I
an experimental measurement of the inclusive cross section would favor some of

these fits over others. We have studied extensive computer simulations of both the

Tevatron and the DOdetector ,,'norder to determine D0's ability to reconstruct the I

inclusive cross section. We present a discussion of this analysis as presently

understood. I
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i Chapter ]: Introduction

Hadrons, like the proton,are believed to be composed of more elementary

particles called partons. Partonshave been grouped into two categories; charged

fermions called quarks and the neutral bosons known as gluons. Evidence for the

existenceof partons came initially from jets seen at electron-positroncolliders while the

parton structure of the proton was inferred more directly from Deep Inelastic Scattering

(DIS) of neutrinos and electrons from protons. Collisions at greater energies were

studied at proton-proton and then proton-antiproton colliders1. Currently, the Tevatron

at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory in Batavia, Illinois collides protons with

antiprotons at a center-of-mass energy of 1.8TeV, the highest in the world. In all

cases, the scattering and liberation of a parton were evidenced by sprays of particles at

wide angles to the beam line after a collision. These sprays of particles are referred to

as jets and are widely accepted as beingrepresentative of a scattered parton of

approximately the same direction and energy.

At the Fermilab Tevatron, jet production is one importantway to experimentally

test Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), the theory that describes the interactions of

quarks and gluons. The simplest experimental jet measurement one could make would

be the cross section for p"p--_jet + X. Here X denotes any other product of the

interaction. This is known as the single jet inclusive cross section for proton-antiproton

interactions. This can be compared to the QCD predictions for p_--_parton+ X in those

kinematic regions where QCD is able to make such predictions.

QCD predictions can currently only be calculated for those collisions in which

there is a 'large' momentum transfer between the colliding hadrons, In these cases, a

parton is exchanged which is sufficiently energetic to resolve the partons within the

1
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hadron. 'Large' is determined by the relation of the momentum transfer, Q, to a QCD ]
parameter, A, which must be measured. In the kinematic region where Q2>>A2, thei:

: proton-antiprotoninteraction is expected to act like independentelastic scattering ibetween individualpartons because the strong coupling constant, (Xs,asymptotically

approaches zero as Q is increased without bound. For small Ors,calculations can be

performed perturbatively in cts. These calculations quickly become complicated and I

time consuming as the order in as is increased, however. For this reason, many

measurements of the inclusive cross section have beencompared only to the leading [
order (LO) Ors2 predictions. Recent experiments2have had the benefit of predictions

for next-to-leading-order (NLO) (Xs3 jet production at proton-antiproton colliders3. I
Theoreticalerrors in the predictionare greatly reduced in the NLO calculation.4

However, there is still a 15-20%uncertainty which results from imperfect knowledge I
of the momentum distributions of the quarks and gluons within the proton. Nominally

the proton consists of 2 valence up quarks and a valence down quark. But there is also

a large gluon presence as well as a lesser occurrence of other quark flavors. Further, I

none of the parton types carries a fixed fraction of the proton's momentum but rather

have some distributionas a functionof that fraction. These are described by the proton
parton distribution function (p.d.f.) for each parton. Being the largest source of

experimental errors, it may be possible that comparison of predictions for various sets I
of parton distribution functions to a precision experimental measurement could prefer

some sets over others5. Further errors in using QCD theory to predict the jet cross I
section are associated with the definitionof a jet and the assumption that the scattered

parton kinematics can be inferred from measurementsmade on the jet. We will discuss

jet definitions in detail in later chapters. I

The DOdetector6 is an all-purpose detector that is especially suited to jet

detection and reconstruction. It consists of a central detector which identifies charged I

tracks and the locationof thecollision, a hermetic calorimeter for containing and

measuring the energy of all particles that are produced (except neutrinos and muons) I
and a muon system that detects and reconstmc*,smuons. Neutrinos are detected

indirectlythrough the measurement of transverse momentumimbalances in the detector. I
DOhas begun taking data in the spring of 1992 at the Fermilab Tevatron where protons

and antiprotons collide with a center of mass energy of 1.8TeV and an expected peak Iluminosity of 5 x 1030cm-2sec-1. Various elements of the DOdetector have been

subjected to the Fermilab fixed energy particle beam (DOTest beam) for calibration and

study7. The detector has also undergone numerous commissioning runs using cosmic I

ray muons to test both detector and data acquisition performance.8 Additionally, the I
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i performanceof theDOdetectorat theFermilabTevatronhasbeen simulated
extensively. To simulateproton-antiprotoncollisions, event generatorssuch as

i ISAJET9, HERWIG1°and PYTHIAII were used. These programs vary in how theyi simulate QCD above leading order andhow they fragment the resulting partons into

final state particles. The responseof the DOdetector to these particles is simulated by

i combining the GEANTt2 physicspackagewith details of DOgeometry to form a
program named D(_EANT. The GEANT portion simulates various physics processes

I that can cause leptons and hadronsin the detector to scatter, shower and deposit
energy.

In the succeedingchapterswe will discuss DO'sability to measure the single jetinclusivecross _ectionbased on these simulations. We will start with a detailed

descriptionof the simulateddatathatwas analyzed as well as furthertheoreticalmotivationbehindthejet crosssection. The theoretical andDOexperimentaldefinitions

of jets will be discussed. A briefoverview of the DOdetectorand its role specifically in

I reconstructingand detectingjets will be presented. Predictions forjet reconstruction
anddetection will be discussedas well as methods forcorrecting biases in this

reconstruction.Finally, we interpretthe results in termsof the predictedaccuracyof

reconstructingthe singlejet inclusivecross section at DOand makeconclusionsbased

on the entireanalysis.

|
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Motivation

As ourinterest in measuringthe inclusivejet cross sectionis motivatedby a

desire to test the predictions of standard QCD theory, we will first discuss the relation

between the twoz. QCD is the theory that describes the strong force, which is credited

with holding both nucleons and atomic nuclei together. In analogy with Quantum

Electrodynarnics (QED), QCD predicts a strong 'charge', a strong Couplingconstant
(C_s),and exchange particles that mediate the strong force. The only particles that

interact strongly are quarks and gluons. Since nucleons, like the proton, are believed to

be composed of such particles, quarks and gluons are sometimes generically referred to

as pattens. Similarly, antinucleons are composedof antiquarks and gluons. Another

way of describing QCD is then, the theory of the interactions of quarks and gluons.

Strong Charge

The strong 'charge'is calledcolor. Quarks(antiquarks)each come in threestrongly

charged varieties: red, blue and green ( antired, antiblue and antigreen). Further, there are

5 experimentallydetected 'flavors' of quarks and a predicted sixth flavor known as the top

quark. Table 2-1 lists the quark flavors and their color charge as well as their electric

charge. Gluons, unlike the analogous photons in QED, also carry strong charge. The

eight colored varietiesof the gluon are listed in table 2-2.

/
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Lquark Charge Color Charge Types i
Up +2/3 r, b or g

<

Down -1/3 r, b or g [Strange -1/3 r, b or g
Charm +2/3 r, b or g
Bottom -1/3 r, b or g
Top* +2/3 r, b or g [

* Not yet detectedexperimentally

Table 2.1: Quark colors [

Gluon Charge Color Charge Types [
Gluon Neutral rF,,r_, b_, bE',gE',

or (rP+ bS"-2gg-)/_ I

Table 2.2: Gluon colors I

The charge of the gluonallows its emission or absorptionby a quark to cause the quark I
to change color. For example, a blue quark that absorbs a gS"gluonwould become a

green quark of the same flavor. The chargeof the gluon leadsto more interesting I
differences between QCD and QED. The charge of the gluon allows it to interact with

itself as well as quarks as shown in figure2-3. I

I
i
!
!

Figure 2-3: Gluon couplings. In additionto coupling with quarks, the gluon is I
able to couple with other gluons in _veral ways.

|
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These extra gluon interactions lead to a strong coupling constant which decreases with

increasing energy of the mediating gluon as shown in equation 2-1. Strong coupling at

low energies means that quarks are constantly exchanging gluons with neighboring

quarks resulting in the tight bonding of quarks into colorless configurations of either 3

quarks (or antiquarks) or a quark-antiquark pair. The former is known as a baryon and

the latter is known as a meson. Figure 2-4 shows the simple quark structure of both.

Not shown is the exchanged gluons and quark-antiquark pairs which can be formed

momentarily by the gluons.

Baryon Meson

Figure 2-4: Quark structure of Hadrons. All hadronscome in two types. Baryons
contain three quarks each with distinct color (antibaryonscontain three antiquarks with
distinct anticolor.) Mesons contain a quark and an antiquark of the same color.

Strong Coupling Constant and Perturbative QCD

The stronginteractionsbetweenquarks andgluonsat low energy make attempts
at calculationsnearly impossible. However,at the collider,whereprotonsand

antiprotonsarecollided athighenergies, largemomentum transfersbetween partons

(mediatedby energeticgluons), havedecreasinglysmall couplings. Thus the scattered

partonbehavesmore and more likea freepat_cle with increasinggluonenergy. This is

known as the asymptotic freedomof thepatrons. The strong couplingconstanthas the
form:

12at

Oq= (33- 2f)ln(Q2/A 2) (2.1l)

Here Q is the 4-momentummagnitudeof the exchanged gluon, f is the number

, of quark flavors assumed to contribute. Equation 2.1 is valid only for large Q/A,
where interactions can be calculated perturbatively in terms of the cxs. Figure 2-5



shows a high energy interaction between a proton and an antiproton in which a quark

from each scatter elastically while the remaining 'spectator'partons continue on their

way. Each coupling with the gluon

i

I

I

Figure 2-5. Hard scattering of partons during a proton antiproton collision. The I
remaining partons continue along the beamline. Two jets are formed from the
scattered partons and twojets, from the remains of the baryons, continue along the m
beamline. I

contributes a _/-_s to the amplitude and the lowest order calculation that could be made |m
would involve two partons scattering to two partons in the final state. Figure 2-6

shows an example of such 2---,2 interactions. The cross section for such a calculation |
would be proportional to as 2 which we refer to as leading order (LO). The next-to- I
leading-order (NLO) calculation would involve, additionally, terms of O_s3.Some of l
these terms involve the emission of an energetic gluon away from a parent parton as |

shown in figure 2-7. There can also be the splitting of a gluon into a quark-antiquark

pair. Figure 2-8 shows an example of an even higher order process. Thus perturbative I
QCD theory predicts the cross section for two partons to scatter into some final state

and inceasingly complex final states are described by increasingly higher order CXs I
u

terms.

!
!
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Figure 2-7: Example of a next-to-leading-order Ots3process.

Figure 2-8: Example of a higher order C_s4process.

Parton-Parton Scattering Cross Sections

Given the wide variety and complexity of p_rtonic final states, the simplest

class to consider is the inclusive final state which contains at least one parton.

Note that this predictionmust involve some quantity like the centerof mass energyof

the two initial parton system. First,we look at aUthe possible ways two colliding
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partonsof specified type (a,b) can form a partonic f'malstate. This simplest

configuration has two final state partons. To this contribution we add the contribution

for 3,4 and higher final state parton multiplcities. We must sum over the types and

colors of the final state partons and average over the initial state colors. Note that

although the 2---,2 contribution has contributions to all orders of Cts,it is the only

term that has Ors2terms. On the other hand, predictions calculated only to order

CXs2predict only 2--, 2 interactions. The inclusive patton production for a specified

2 patton subprocess (a,b) is the sum of all types of 2 patton processes (those with

2 patton final states, those with 3 patton final states etc...).:

o(ab -_ parton + X) = 2C_. tr(ab _ cd)+ 3C_ _. tr(ab -_ cde)+...
c,d c,d,e

1 1

C_ = C,, : C_ : -_-= _ (2.2)
1 1

Cgl 82 64
1 1

C,, 3x8 24

Here X denotes "anything else in the final state" and the C's are the color-averaging

factors for the various parton pairs, c,d and e are summed over all types and colors of

partons. We must also average over the initial spin states and sum over the final spin
states.

Parton distribution functions

Sincewe can'texperimentallyisolate interactionsthatinvolved a particular

parton pair (a,b), we must sum over all possible pairs. To do this, we need some

knowledge of the partonic structure of the proton as some partons occur with larger

frequency than others. Additionally, the partonic cross sections shown in equation 2.2

have an intrinsic dependence on the invariant mass, 4_,of the subprocess. However,

the pattens do not carrya fixed fractionof the proton's momentum. Thus 4_can

varyfrom low values up to the s of the proton-antiprotonsystem which is (1.8

Tev)2. We need to know this 4_distribution.

i Patton distribution functions are probabilitydistributionsthat describe thefrequency that a parton occurs in a hadronwith a certainfractionalenergy of the
hadron. Xadenotes the fractionof the hadron'stotal energy carriedby partona.

The partondistributionfunction is denoted fa/A(Xa)and is the probabilitydensity



patton a in hadronA with a momentum traction Xa. For the case of protons it is more I
iml

common and convenient to write:

fq/p(Xq) . q(x) for quarks and I

fg/p(Xg) . g(x) for gluons. I

The valence quark composition of the proton and the requirement that the partons n.
together carry all of the proton'smomentum,give the following relations: II

=2;Id,(x =l II

fx g(x) + ]_[ q(x)+_(x) l = 1

Such functions must be measured. The quark distribution functions are measured from I_
deep inelastic scattering of electrons and neutrinos on protons. Since these collisions

involve electroweak interactions, the gluons cannot contribute. The gluon distribution I
u

functions can be determined, for example, from single photon experiments in which a

gluonand a photonare producedin the f'malstate. II
IIMany sets of these parton distribution functions have been made using various

fits to data from various experiments with various assumptions. Uncertainty in the I
IIp.d.f.'s tend to be the largest source of uncertainty in the cross section measurement.

Figure 2-9 shows the up quark and gluon parton distribution function for two of these nk

fits. Note that the up quark distribution peaks at-10-15% of the proton's momentum. I_
Both fits indicate that gluons dominate the soft portion of the distribution while theup

quark dominates the region where a parton carries a large fraction of the proton's /
momentum.

|
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Examples of Typical Proton Parton Distribution Functions

X
"_o.8 i_
X ,t
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Figure 2-9: Plotted is Q(x) weighted by x for both the gluon ond the up
quark content of the Proton for two different fits: HMRS set B and
Morphin-Tung set B
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Total Inclusive Jet Cross Section

Thus we must use the p.d.Fs in summing over the parton subprocesses to end J
up with a formula for the total inclusive cross section for parton scattering. We assume

I

that a scatteredpatton will manifestitself as a jet: j
|

O'(AB--->jet + X)= ,__,Ca,f dx,dxb f,/p(x,) fb_(Xb)
..b (2.4) J
x_(ab --->par'ton+ X)

I

a and b are summed over the 8 gluons and the three colored varieties of each flavor of I

quark. As already mentioned, the parton subprocessescannot be calculated exactly. If II
we truncate our approximation at some order of ¢xs, we introduce an error that is I
manifested in an arbitrary QCD energy scale g2. Theoretically, the cross section is

independentof this parameter when calculated to all orders, but a dependence does I

appear when the calculation is done to some finite order and uncertainty in how to

choose this scale then contributes to uncertainty in the calculation. Figure 2-10 shows |
the Ix2 dependence of both the LO and NLO total inclusive cross section

U

calculations. The NLO cross section is much less sensitive to the choice of la,2. II
All of our NLO and LO cross section calculations come from the calculations of

B

Ellis, Kunszt and Soper combined with anyone of a varietyof patton distribution II
function sets. 2 |

I
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Differential .let Cross Section

Although the total cross section is predicted by the theory, it is not the

most useful quantity for comparing theory to experiment. One reason is that

measurement of a scalar number is very sensitive to normalization errors.

Additionally, it is experimentally difficult to measure jets over all phase space,

especially for low jet energies and jets that are directed along the beamline.

Therefore, predictions are usually made for the differential cross section with

respect to some variable. The most popular choices are the transverse momentum

(_PT) and the rapidity (y) of the jet. Rapidity will be defined later but it is strongly

related to the angular direction of the jet with respect to the beamline. Both

quanities are Lorentz invariant with respect to a momentum boost along the

beamline which occurs whenever the x of the colliding partons are not equal. The

shape of these differential distributions is a more sensitive quantity to compare

with experimental measurements. Figure 2-11 shows the resulting differential

cross section for jet production using three different p.d.f, fits. The distributions

show a dramatic fall as a function as PT as well as sensitivity to the choice of p.d.f.

set. Cwhich can changes portions of the spectrum by as much as 20%) The

impressive decrease in sensitivity to the choice of _2 when using NLO as opposed

to LO is shown in figure 2-12. Other experiments have already seen close

agreement to the NLO prediction for this distribution 3. DO will also be able to

measure the rapidity distribution; an Ellis prediction for the rapidity distribution is
shown in figure 2-13.

Ii
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Jet Cross Section for 40 OeVPTJets
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The fall of the PT spectrum J

We can see qualitatively why the PT cross section falls so quickly by looking at jthe parton subprocess gg--,gg which is thedominantsubprocess for jets emitted

transverse to the beam line. The cross section is related to the square of the matrix

element; for this parton subprocess it is the following:

M_(g,gb_.>gcg,)= 9 (4n._,)2 (,_ +_:,.i,_ + §2+Q_t_+ [2+_2§5+ 3/ (2.5) i

where _ = (P, + Pb)2 ; _ = -(p, _ po)_ ; _ = _(p, _ pd)2 i
Assuminga massless gluon and evaluatingthe expressions in the center of mass Iframe: Im

_" = (2E)" ; _2= (p_ + p_ _ 2P,. p_)2 ; 35 = (p_ + p_ _ 2P,. Pd) 2

Using (1-cosO_)× (1+ cos0_)= (1- cos0_o)= sin0_ and IP,i= Ipol--E(2.6) I

[2 = 1§'(1" cosO')_ " "' = 1§' (1+c0s8")24 I

9 / ,M2(g,gb _ gogd) = "i(4_,)2 t-_+ 3

l"sin4O_ §' I

. (1 _6(1 c°s0_) 4 _6(1 cos0ao)4
= 9(4a.c¢,)=2"(I+c°s20'c)+ - + +

i--6Sin4OaO i

+ (l'cosO_)_+2(1+cosO_)_+3 ) l
9 (4_'1X')2(10 + 4C0S20_+ 2C0S40'c 2 /='4 sin40_ +--(1 +cos_) +34 I

We insert this M2 into a familiar formula for the differentialcross section and i
recognize that the first term dominatesfor smaller angles:

d"T= dP_cos""_= IMI__-I f(O) (2.7)64Pt'
I
|
|
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Thus the parton subprocess by itself predicts a cross section that falls quickly asa function of PT. Normally, the PT distribution is calculated with the angle between

the outgoing quark and the incident direction fixed. In that case the distribution isdependent on P. But the angle is f'txedin the laboratory frame and not the center of
mass frame of the partons. We will try to estimate the PT dependence when we require

i the outgoing par'tonto be completely transverse in the laboratory frame. By
constraining the angle, the PT dependence is essentially a dependence on P and p2 is

proportional to $.

d_(p_--> jet + x)= j,dz.dxbg(x,)g(zb)1_2 IM21dP_

and

+ -

Experimental fits show that:

Thus the integrand is proportional to:

, )+t(t-x.)(:-x, :-r

Since the angle is relativelyf'txed, the only way to increase PT is to increase the

x values and thus this term falls faster than 1/I)6. Thus after the integral is done, we

might expect the differential distribution to fall like PT to some power. Fits to the

calculatedspectrum show that:
do"

Although the fall of the ET spectrum provides a more sensitive test of the QCD

I predictionsthan a softer spectrum, it does make the measurementof the spectrum more
difficult. There is always some systematic error in the measurement of the jet Pt at the

experimental level. For a given APT, the consequential bias in the cross section might

be expected to be:
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do' = _N d._P_if we assume cr -_Pff (2.8)cr p,

Thus our fractional errorin measuring the cross section is magnified N times by
our fractional errorin measuring the jet PT

Even if the jet measurementwas made without bias, such that the PTwas

measuredcorrectlyon the average, thereis always an effect due to the f'mitePT

resolution combined with the steeply falling crosssection. Finite resolution means that

jets that belong in one Pt bin wiUsometimes be mismeasuredenough to be deposited in

a higheror lowerbin. To someextent, neighboring bins compensate the losses of each

other,but if the spectrumfalls fast enough, each bin receives many moreentries from

the morepopulated bins than it gives to the less populated bins. Hence the distribution

becomes 'smeared'and thus the measured spectrummust be unsmeared at some point.

Fragmentation of quarks into jets

Our attemptto measurethe inclusive jet cross sectiondependson our ability to

infer the energyanddirectionof the originalpar'tonwith thejet of fragmentedparticles

whichwe see in the detector. Thisprocesscannot becalculatedperturbativelyat

present;insteada fragmentationscheme is used by the generatorto simulatejets in the

detector. Ourestimateof how well we can determinethe attributesof the pattonjet

fromthe particlejet may dependon which scheme is used. at,
One type of fragmentation scheme is an 'independent fragmentation scheme' in I

which the scattered parton is fragmented in a manner independentof the other present II._

partons. This method was firstpresented by Feynman and Field4. Other methods do I
consider the other partons in the proton. Forexample, string fragmentation methods

describe the partons as being connected by strings which may break and form quark- I
antiquark pairs5. Figure 2-14 depicts a very simple model of how the breakup of a

I

protonand subsequentfragmentation of the quarks might look in its center of mass I
frame. In b) the valence quarks begin to separate and as they do, the color field lines

I

are become collimated between the quarks and the rest of the system. In c) the quarks I
move further apart and the potential energy of the field grows almost linearly with the I!
separation until d) it becomes energetically favorable for quark-antiquarkpairs to be i,
created. These pairs can form colorless mesons in e) and move off as a jets of particles I
inf).

l
I
I
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Chapter 3 : Description of Computer Simulations Used

All workpresentedherehas been the resultsof extensive computer simulations

and analysisof the results of such simulations. We will describethe various

simulationsused and, where possible, pointout some of their limitations. The

simulationsfell into two categories, the first of which is EventGenerationin which the

collision of a protonwith anantiprotonat the expected centerof mass energyof 1.8

TeV is simulated. The secondcategoryis known as DetectorSimulation. Herethe

outputfrom the EventGenerationwas combinedwith detectorgeometry and selected

physics processesto simulate the response of the detector. The results were writtenin a

formatsimilar to that producedby the DOData Acquisition System. Finally,

reconstructionand analysis routineswere runon the outputof the first two. For the

mostpart,thissoftwareis identicalto what will be used on real data.

Event Generation

Althoughvariousevent generatorshave beenused forcomparison'ssake, theISAJET

event generatorwas used primarily. ISAJETsimulates proton.antiprotoninteractions

at _1.8 TeV. We will briefly summarizethe features of the program. First,a

partonhardscatteringis generatedusing a parameterizedpermrbativeQCD cross

section. All quarks areassumed to be massless except the top and bottomquarks.

This is always a 2-, 2 process. The usercan set kinematic limits on the energy and

angular directionof the partonsin the final state as well as the typesof patronsthat

are in the initial state. Such limitsonly applyto the two partonsthat resultfrom the

initial 2--,2 process. To approximatehigherorderQCD, radiativecorrectionsin

whicheither the initial or final state partonsmay emitgluons are made. Each quark

or gluon has a chance to emit a gluon. This probabilityis proportionalto a splitting
functionmultipliedby ¢Xs.The same probabilityexists for a gluon to split into a

25



quark-antiquarkpair. The procedureis reappliedto thedaughterquarksand gluons. ]

In thisway, ISAJETapproximateshigherorderprocesses byproducingevents with 3
|

andmore final state patrons. The processis terminatedonce the pattonfails below 6 [
GeV in energy. At this point, the partonsare fragmentedintoparticlesusing a Field-

i

Feynmanfragmentationschemet. Particleswith a lifetime of less than 10-12 are I
decayed immediately. This finishes the simulationof the hardscattering. The beam I
jets, which representthe remains of the fragmentedprotonandantiproton,areadded |

by simulatingan interactionin whichno hard scatteringtook place. Thisevent is [
superimposedon thehardscatteringevent. This processconserves transverse

momentum,butnotenergy. Thus theevent energy is rescaledat the end. The vertex I
of theevent is selected with a Gaussiangeneratorwhichis centeredaround the

nominal interactionpointwith a width of 30 cm. This is expected to simulate the real I
distributionof collision points from the Tevatron. At the endof the event generation

I

phase we are left with two lists of 4 vectors; one for final state patronsand one for |
the final state particles. Note thatthe event simulationdoes not includeevents in I

which there was more than one proton-antiprotoncollision andit does not include the

possibility of simultaneouscosmic rays. An associated piece of softwarethat often I
ran afterevent generationwas ajet findernamedPJETS2. PJETStriedto identify jets

fromthe generator'slist of final state patronsor particles. Such jets are referredto as I
ale

'generated'jets and will be discussedfurtherin a laterchapter.

Detector Simulation I

Detector Simulationis the most complicated and timeconsumingportionof the I
simulationprocess. It combines detailedknowledge of the geometryand makeupof the U

DOdetectorwith simulatedphysics processes to determine the response to high energy $
particlesstreaming outward from the vertex point. The detector is representedby I

nested volumes within volumes. Each volume is meant to approximatethe size and Inn

material makeupof a real detectorpiece. If this were done precisely, theresulting I
geometry would requirelarge amountsof computer time to process. Therefore

approximationshadto be made. Since jet reconstructionwas dependentalmost entirely i
on the calorimetersimulations, we will limit ourdiscussion to that portionof the

Ill

detector simulation. The three largecalorimeterswhich consist of alternatinglayersof |
uranium,readout boards and gaps filled with liquid argonwere too intricateto be

included. (Seechapter 4) Therefore,they were replaced by a 'mixture'material whose |
density approximatedthat of the real structure. Still maintained after this |

'simplification' is the gap between the central and endcap calorimeters, the walls of the

I
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cryostats which contain the calorimeters and the phi cracks which are between the
modules of the central calorimeter. The GEANT physics program was used to simulate

particles in the detector. Physics processes such as Compton scattering, pair

production, photo electric effect and photo fission as well as multiple scattering,
ionization, delta ray production, bremsstrahlung, nuclear and hadronic interactions were

simulated. Detector response is calculated in terms of energy loss in 'active' portions of

the calorimeters. Output data banks which are similar to those produced by the real

data acquisition system were made. Since each particle that moves through the

calorimeter loses only a small fraction of its energy in any physics process, the

simulation is slowed considerably if the processes are allowed to continue indefinitely

for any particle. Normally an energy cutoff is set which requires that a particle deposit

all of its energy once it falls below this cut off. This is especially important in the

predicted transverse shape of electromagnetic showers in the detector. The real
calorimeter channels all have 'noise' distributions which come from the electronics and

real argon ionization from decays in the uranium plates. Noise means that an empty

calorimeter cell outputs a finite signal that often follows some Gaussian-like

distribution with irregular tails. The detector simulation had no noise simulation in it.

A simulation of the detector's trigger system was available but it was not used to sel6.,t

events for these studies and will only be discussed in the chapter on jet triggering.

Event Reconstruction

Finally, offline reconstructionand analysis routines were run. These routines
arethe same as those that will be used on real data and wereevolved into their present

formthroughthis simulationprocess. Althougha vertexreconstructionroutinewas

available, mostof the studiesdone used the vertexsupplied by the event generator.

Therefore,additionalerrorsin reconstructedjet quantities due to vertex

mismeasurementarenot includedin those studies. An offUnejet reconstructionroutine

namedCAJETS3was used to reconstructjets. Results of this routinewill be referredto

as 'Reconstructed'jets.
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Chapter 4: DODetector and Jets

Jets are characterized by a spray of energetic, high El" particles in a localized

area of space. This definition is vague, but the truth is that jets are not well defined

objects. We will see that even at the parton level, what constitutes a jet is ambiguous.

For now, the above definition is enough to make apparent the challenges of

reconstructing jets. We have seen that the theory can make predictions about 1)The

transverse energy of the jet and 2) The rapidity of the jet. Therefore, our detector

should be able to 1) reconstruct the energy of the jet 2) reconstruct the vertex of the

event and 3) identify the direction in space of the jet. The last two together allow the

polar angle, 0, of the jet axis with respect to the nominal beamline to be reconstructed

We will describe the various components of the DOdetector, paying special attention

to those components that aid in accomplishing any one of these three objectives. We

will also mention to what degree they were simulated for our studies.

Level 0 Scintillators_

There are 2 sets of scintillators, one on each side of the nominal interaction

region,offset about 130cm, which comprise the Level 0. Each set covers an angular

cone of about 10 degreesaroundthe bearnline.(covering 1"1from 2.2 to 4.1)

Wheneverthe protonfragments, particles are thrown transverse to the beamline.

These scintillatorsare intendedto detect such particles and hence flag those

interactionsin which breakupof the protonor antiprotonoccurs. The Level 0 was not

simulatedfor this analysis. The Level 0 scintillators are labeledin figure 4-1. The

primaryrole of the Level 0 is that of a triggerelementandit will be discussedfurther

in the chapteronjet triggering.

29
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Central Detectorz D

The CentralDetector(CD), fills a barrelshapedregion that surroundsthe

beampipe andextends radiallyoutto 84 cm and out to z-130 cm on both sides of the I_

nominalinteractionpoint. Primarily,the CD consists of threeconcentricregions
II

flanked by two identical sections of a fourthtype as shown in figure4-1. Most of h
these regions containdriftchambercells. Driftchambers aredetectorsthat measure i
the trajectoryof charged particles. A chargedparticle ionizes the driftchambergas

and these ions 'drift'underthe influenceof anappliedelectric field. Position anddrift

timemeasurementscan be used to reconstruct'hit'positions along this path which in

turnare fitted to producethe trajectoryof the path itself. Assuming that the number

of such ionizations areproportionalto the energydeposited bythe particleallows the
determinationof its dE/dx(energyloss perunit length). The dE/dxof an electron

differs from thatof a photonwhich converts into a electron-positronpairallowing
discrimination between the two. Unlike some detectors, the DOcentral detector lacks

a central magnetic field, this means that the momentum and sign of the charged
particles cannot be determined.

Vertex Chamber: The vertex chamber is closest to the beam-pipe and

reconstructstracks aroundthe interactionpoint. Its job is to measure the interaction
point. This is crucial in determiningthe PT of the jet.

Transitional Radiation Detector (TRD): The purposeof the TRD is to

discriminateelectronsfromcharged pions by measuringthe transitional radiation

producedwhen a charged particlecrosses a dielectric interface.

Central Drift Chamber: (CDC): The CDC reconstructstrajectoriesof

charged panicles fromthe interactionregion.

In addition,there aretwo drift chambers (one forward andone backwardof

the othercentral detectorelements) thatfill the entireradialregionfrom the outsideof
the beam pipe to the outerradiusof the other central detectorelements. These are the

Forward Drift Chambers (FDC).

Although simulations of these detector elements exist, jet reconstruction for
the most part is only concerned with the location of the vertex. In most of the studies

described in the following chapters, the vertex was taken from the event generator

instead of from the reconstruction. Thus the added uncertainty in jet PT derived from

mismeasurement of the vertex is not included in those analysis. However, the vertex

reconstruction was used in the chapter on Jet Reconstruction and in the high statistics

sample with which we reconstructed the jet cross section in the Results chapter.
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Figure4-1"CentralDetector,CentralCalorimeterand Level 0 Scintillatorsare

i shown in thisslice view of the centralportionof the detector. The arrowmarksthe beamline.

I DO Calorimeters3
The CentralDetectoris unable to provideeithermomentumor energy

I measurementsof t,e particlesthatpass throughit. In fact,it does notsee neutral
particlesat all. It is thejobof the DOcalorimetersto containandmeasure the energy

i of all the particlesproducedin thecollision except for muons. They must also
providespatial resolutionto allow determinationof tran.werseenergy and the

i separationof jets fromeach other. Thus the calorimeteris the most important

!



detectorelement for jet reconstruction. DOhas threecalorimeters: a central I
calorimeterand two endcap calorimeters,one on each side of the central calorimeter.

ll'

Tomeasureasmuchoftheeventaspossibleandtoidentifybroadjets,the nl

calorimetersmustbebothhermeticandcontaining.Figure4-2showsasideviewof
l

the calorimeters. The calorimeters aresymmetricin Oand provide coverage down to m
a pseudorapidityof 4.1. This correspondsto 2 degrees fromthe beam line. Hence the I
calorimeterscover nearly 4n in solid angle. The calorimetersshould provide m

containment for hadrons as well as for electronsandphotons. The central calorimeter
electromagneticsection (labeled CCEM in figure4-2) contain20 radiationlengths of

materi_. In the end calorimeters,there is anelectromagnetic section (ECEM)located B
just inside the EndCap InnerHadronic (ECIH)which providessimilar

electromagnetic containment. Forhadrons,each calorimetercontainsseveral sections m
of hadroniccalorimeter),.Thecentral calorimeterhas a uraniumf'mehadronic

I

(CCFH)sectionfollowedbyacoarsehadronic(CCCH)sectionwhichismadeof m
copperplates.Theendcaphastwosections(ECIHandECMH) outsideoftheECEM, D
whichhavebothafreeuraniumsectionandacoarsestainlesssteelsection)andan

outerringof stainlesssteel modules referredto as the outerhadronic(ECOH) section.

The central detectorprovides7 interaction lengths of materialwhile the end

calorimetersprovideup to 9 interaction lengths, i
U s

!
!
|
|
!
!
!
!
!
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Figure4-2: The threecalorimetersof the DOdetector.

Spatial resolution is also important to allow one to distinguishamongnearby

jets and to measure the transverse energy of the jet. The calorimeters are divided into

various read out channels that segment the calorimeter azimuthally in _, in

pseudorapdity and longitudinally outward from the nominal interaction point. Thus

the readout channels are divided into projective 'towers' that occupy .lx.1 in (_-

pseudorapidityspace.Pseudorapiditywill bedefinedlaterbutis relatedto the polar

anglethatthe towermakeswithrespectto the beamline. Thesetowersbecome

physicallysmallerin theforwardandbackwardregionsof thedetectorasshownin

figure9-2. Thecalorimeteris dividedinto64_ sections,74 pseudorapiditybinsand

about14longitudinallayersin eachtowerfor anapproximatetotalof sixty-six

M thousand readoutchannels. The central calorimeter is separated into manyphi

modules each of which span the length of the central calorimeter. Although the

CCEM and CCFH modules are staggered so that their phi edges do not align, there

are cracks in between modules. This is also true of the ECMH and ECOH rings. The
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ECEMand ECIH are one piece modules and hence do not have cracks in either _ or
11.The only pseudorapiditycracks are between the calorimeters. Specialdetectors

(see the next section) are installed in these regions to measureenergy deposited in this I
region. There is transverse segmentation for both the electromagnetic as well as the

hadronicsections. The electromagnetic sections have four sections and the third one
(which is expected to contain from 50% to 80% of the energy of an electromagnetic II

shower) is twice as finely segmented (.05 x .05 in rl-_ space) as the rest of the I
detector. The hadronic section has three layers of uranium calorimetry and a final II
layer of copper calorimetry in the central calorimeter and four uranium layers and a Ilk

couple stainlesssteel sections in the endcap calorimeters. ]]
Each readoutchannel is divided up into several readoutcells whose signal is

summed. For the most part, each readoutcell looks like every other readout cell in Ill
the three calorimeters. Each cell consists of a liquid argon filled gap sandwichedby

an absorberplate (usually uranium) and a signal board. Each calorimeter is contained Ill
by a cryostat which holds and preserves the liquid argon. The dense absorber plates

I

cause the breakupand showering of particles that pass through. Although most of the I
particle's energy is deposited in the absorber, some of it is lost in the liquid argon gap II
in the form of ionized argon atoms. The fraction of energy deposited here is expected ms.
to be a fixed fraction of the overall energy deposited. An electric potential between

the absorber plate and the resistive surface of the signal board moves the liberated

electrons acrossthe gap and induces an electric current which can be determined by Ill
measuring the voltage difference across a capacitor This signal is amplified, baseline

subtracted and digitized. Uranium-liquid argon calorimeters have been found to have III
a response that is more linear with energy and less sensitive to particle type than other

mm

designs.4
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I GIO

i Copper

i Resistive Coat

i Uranium Plate

i Liquid Argon

1

|
i Figure4-3: SampleCalorimeterReadoutCell

Inter-Cryostat and Massless Gap Detectors

i mentioned deposited within the calorimeteris determined
As above, energy

by measuring the chargewithin an argon gapand using this amount of charge as an

i indicatorof how muchenergywas deposited in the entireuranium-argoncell. But
when particlesmove fromone cryostat to the other they first pass throughliquid

argon between the modulesand the cryostatwalls that cannot be read out and then
pass throughthe space in between the cryostatsas well. The situation is made worse

by the thick steel endplatesof the moduleswhich can cause the particlesto start

I showeringand depositenergyif they werenot already. Special detector elements
were constructedto detect such energy. The massless gap detectors arealternating

I setsof high voltage and groundedsignal boards were joined
which to the calorimeters

moduleend plates inside the cryostaL In this way, particlesshoweringon their way

I out of the calorimeterwould deposit some amountof energyin the argon between
these gaps and this could be read out. The space between the cryostats was filled with

scintillators that madeup the inter-cryostatdetector (ICD). The ICD covers the MH
ring anda portionof the OH as well. Rings of massless gaps wereplaced on the

centralcalorimeterf'mehadronicend plates as well as the endcapcalorimetermiddle
I hadronicandouterhadronicmodules.Both thesedetectorsweresimulatedandthe

I

I
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resultsused for reconstructingjets. Large portionsof jet energycan be deposited in
thesedetectors ff the jet points in these directions.

Muon Chambers 5 I
Three layersof muon chambers(one before the ironandtwo afterwards)make

up the Wide-angle-muon-system which provides 2n _ coverage in the central region, el
Furthermore, special magnet iron and chambers provide extended coverage down to II

small angles (Small-angle-muon-system:SAMUS). Particle and heavy quark decay I
within the jet mayproduce muonswhich may not be contained by the calorimeter. I

Hence it is necessary to add such muons back into the jet. Currently this is not done mat

inourpresentjetreconztruction. I[

i
1F. Nang and R. Partridge, Level 0 Detector Layout, DONote 998, DOExperiment at I
Fermflab, Batavia, IL August 1990.

2A. Clarket al, The Central Tracking Detectors for DO,CONF-8806235-8-mc 1

i

(microfiche), (1988)

3Numerousreferences on the DOCalorimeterexist. See reference 5 B

4p. Franzini,Nucl. lnstrunt Meth., A263, 78 (1988) ill
ill

5130Collaboration,An Experiment at DOto Study Antiproton-Proton Colllisions at 2
TeV: Design Report, Print-84-0306 (Fermilab) (1983) I

!I
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Chapter 5: Theoretical Jet Definition

lets have traditionallybeen definedby the experimentalistsas leading order

perturbationtheory predicts two final statepartonswhich are well separated due to

transversemomentum balancing. There is little ambiguity at this level; each quark is

expected to manifest itself as a jet. In next-to-leading-ordertheory, the definition of a

jet is not as well defined. We are concerned with the theoretical definitions of jets for

a couple of reasons. Firstof all, a theoretical jet definition allows the calculation of

theoreticaldistributionsto which we can compare experimental results. Also, as we

must simulate hard scatteringevents to test our reconstruction procedures,we need to

identify the 'true'or 'theoretical'jets for comparison with ourexperimentally

. reconstructedjets. Finally, the theoreticaljet definition will necessarily motivate our

experimentaljet definition and jet reconstructionalgorithms.

We will discuss two theoreticaljet definition types below. The firstdescribes a

def'mitionthat was used to calculate the single jet cross section to next to leading

order in perturbationtheory by Ellis, Kunszt and Soper. The second definition was

used to identify theoretical jets fromevent generators,such as ISAJET, which

approximateall orders of peturbationtheory. The firstdefinition must guide our

experimental reconstruction of jets as it is our best guess at what is 'true'in real data.

We will describe that def'mitionin greatdetail. But the second definition is necessary

for determining reconstructionbiases and efficiencies. In this paper, the terms

"theoretical jet" or "partonjet" or "particlejet" will always referto one of thesedefinitions and therefore does not necessarily refer to the 'sprayof particles' which is

the signatureof an experimental jet.

37
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NLO Jet Definition According to Ellis et al. l

Perturbationtheory simply predicts the final state partonsof the event since the

fragmentationprocess throughwhichpartons turninto ajet of hadronsis

nonpeturbativeAt lowest orderQCD,thereis simple partonelastic scatteringand

hence the finalstate consists of two final state partonswhicharewell separated in

space due to transversemomentum balancing. Since, it is experimentallyeasier to
detect jets which areemitted at wide angles from the hadronbeam line, the cross
section is often describedin termsof the transversemomentum (Pt) and the rapidity

(y) of the parton. Pt is simply defined as P. stn0, where theta is defined as the angle

between the finalstate patton and the incomingpattens. The rapidityis defined
formallyas:

1 ln(E + PcosO_Y=7 j

This is preferableas both quantities areLorentz invariant. Hence the predicted
quantityis: do/dPTdy.

However,NLO diagrams allow 2 or 3 partonfinal states. The thirdparton

could be a gluon whichcan be emitted at small angles to one of the other partonsand

withsmall energiesas well. Alternatively, it could be a gluon whichsplits into a

quark-antiquarkpair. Divergences as the energyof the thirdpartonor the angle

betweenit and theparentpartonbecome small preventthe calculationsof finite cross
4'

sections fora 'twoparton'final state or a 'three parton'final state although the sum of

the two is finite. These divergencescan be removedby introducingan arbitrary

parameterto distinguishthe two states unambiguously.The common technique is to

choose as this parametera distance R in y-Ospace:

R =4(Ay_ +A¢ 2) (5.2)

and define a 'partonicjet' as the sum of all partonswithin a cone of radiusR. Figure

5-1 shows an example of this.
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I Figure 5-1: A cone definition of ajet allows unambiguousclassification of
jets from next-to-leading-orderprocesses.

l
Thus for NLO QCD, the theory predictsdcr/ dPtdy(R). This is the differentialcross

W section for producinga partonicjet (using the cone definitionof a jet with radiusR)
with transversemomentum Pt with rapidityy.

I The next to leadingordercalculationsof Ellis, KunsztandSoper have been
/r

recently published. In addition,we have made use of a programwrittenby them to

predictinclusive jet crosssections. We will referto resultsfrom this programas"Ellis results". As we intend to compare to theirpredictions,it is importantto
understandtheir definitions:

|
a) Eachpartonhas a rapidity(y), azimuth direction(0) anda transverse

momentumPT

b) A cone algorithmis used to 'merge'a pair of partons if they meet the

followingcriteria:

_((y, _ y,)2 +(_- _,)2)<R; i=1,2 (5.3)

wherei= 1,2 referto the partons underconsideration and

I 1 1
PTI= EPT|; Yl=-- EYiPTi;0.{=-- E0iPTi (5.4)

i=1,2 PTj i=1,2 FTj i=1,2

It then follows that two partonsjets are merged into one jet if:
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* PT_+ PT2 I

_((Yl- y2)2 +(01-02)2) < max(/_Tl,_2) x R (5.5)
I

If thiscase is true,thepartonjets P1 andP2 are not includedin thecross II
section, butonly the mergedjet whichhas transverseenergyof Ptj and a position of st
Cj andyj. |

Since the NLO predictionsdependon thedefinitionof the cone via thecone t
size R, the theory can be furthertested bymakingmeasurementsthat dependon this [1

dependence. Traditionally,the energydistributionwithin ajet was describedonly by

fragmentationschemes;but the NLO predictsthe wideningof the previouslypencil I
thin partonjets throughgluon radiationand gluonsplitting. Additionally,the

dependenceof the cross section itself has an explicit R dependenceas opposed to LO [I
theory. The NLOcross section is expected to varyas A + BInR+ CR2. Figure5-3

m

shows the predictedcross section dependence forjets with PT=40. GeV at y=0., for III
IIboth LO and NLO. The LO curveis completely fiat, as expected, while the NLO

curverises as the cone size is increasedand thusmakingit 'easier'for 40 OeV to be I&
containedin a cone. [[

!
!
|

I
!
!
!

|
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PJET Distribution for Signol Events
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Event Generator Jet Finder : PJETS

As oureventgeneratorssimulate jets physics to all ordersof O_s,we need a I
theoreticaldefinitionfortheseaswell.Asoftwarepackagewasdevelopedtoprovide

I

this for the variousevent generatorsused in DO:it is called PJETS. This algorithm [
determinesjets from eithera) a list of the event'sfinal statepartons or b) a list of the I

events final state particles. We thus referto them as panonjets or particlejets. The t
algorithm requiresa cone size (R) to be specified. Thealgorithmproceeds as follows: |

The list is Ptordered Then the list is scannedfrom topto bottom. Each unused

patton/particleon the list becomes the center of a jet. The rest of the list is then I
searchedand anyparticles/patronswithin the given cone size is added into thejet. A

new energyweightedjet center is found and the processcan be repeated until the II
center is stable. Butusually, thealgorithmonly does one repetition. The next

lib

particle/pattonon the list (that has not beenassociatedwith a jet) is thenused as ajet II
center andthe processcontinues untilall particles/patronshave been considered. No II

jet mergingor splittingis done. Figure5-2 shows various(unnormalized)transverse IL

energydistributionsfor the various PJETalgorithmswhen a cone size of R=.7 is [

used. This sample was generatedfrom ISAJETunderthe condition that one of the

two initial generatedpartons had a rapidity value between y=-.5 and y=.5. Two of the I
curvescorrespondto thePJETalgorithmsdescribedabove. Note they do NOT fall on

topof each other. Thespectrumfound when using the final state partonsis HI
systematicallyhigherthan the spectrumfoundwhen the final state particlesare used.

I

This mightbe explainedif the fragmentationprocesscausedpar'tonicenergyto leave Hi
the cone in the form of particles. More likely, fragmentationof the partonsmay II

widen the jet enough to make it seem like twojets instead of just one. In any case, the is
PJETdefinitionis notcompletely compatiblewith the Ellis dermition. This can be I
seen byexamining the simple example of two equal energypartonsseparated by a it.

distance of .8. The PJETpattonalgorithmdescribedabove will always see two II
partonjets if the cone size is R=.7. But the Ellis definitionwould merge these two

jets into one according to equation5.5. Of course, PJETSwas not meant to match the I
Ellis definition, but as a comparator for the reconstructedjet f'mder. The reasoning

becomes circularwhen we thenrealize that we want the offline reconstructionto Ill
Nil

match the ElLisdefinitionand the PJETdefinitionto matchthereconstruction

definition. IWeattempttostandardizeourjetdefinitionsby introducing andusinga
ModifiedPJETdefinitionwhichtakesnormalpartonorparticlePJETsandappliesthe

l
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Ellis mergingcriteria(equation5.5) to formmergedjets when the criteria is satisfied.

Figure5-2 shows that the new modifiedparticlePJETdistributionin additionto the
others.
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Cone Dependence of LOand NLOCross Section
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6: DO DefinitionChapter Jet

_1 Since the scatteredpartonsundergofragmentationinto a sprayof particlesand
each particlethan showers while in the calorimeter,a cone algorithm(or a similar

i energy clusteringalgorithm)is always necessaryat the experimentallevel, even if itwere knownthat only 2 partonswere in the final state. This is because the partons

fragmentinto particles before detection is possible. Figure6-1 shows a histogram

that relatesthe width of a pattonjet versus the samejet after the partonshave

fragmented. This width is defined as a summationover all the partonsor particles

associatedwith the jet:

" where =E,."--:,Z E,I,- andasimilardefinitionholdsfor_.

This was obtained by looking at ISAJETpartonjets andthentracingall the final state

particlesthathad fragmented fromany one of the partonsin the jet. Itcan be seen

that although the pattonjet is always withina cone of R=.4, the fragmentedjet can

throwparticlesat wide angles fromthe original partondirection. Historically, the

cone size is chosen to separatethe energy that belonged to the partonfromenergy that

was contributedby the two beamjets. This type of contamination is known as the

'underlyingevent'. Now that the NLO theoreticalpredictions include a cone size as

well, it becomes importantfor the experimentalistnot only to applya cone to thejet,

but to understandhow much of the cone dependence is dueto the underlyingpatton

cone dependenceand how muchis due to the fragmentationof the partonsand the

showeringof single particlesin the detector. The process is furthercomplicated by

the assumptionthat the fragmentedparticlesthat make up the jet come only from the

,*7
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underlying patton. This cannotbe truestrictlyas color conservationwould require 1
that thejet have color which it clearlycannot. Thus the identificationof 'jet'energy

withpattonjet energy is flawed at some level. Fragmentationis not the only /
i'l

i

difficulty when using a cone algorithm. Since DOuses its calorimeters forjet

measurement,each particlewill shower in the calorimeterand spread its deposited II
energyover some area. Measurementsat the DOtest beamI indicates that the shower

/

spreadof one 50 GeV pion is such thatthe showeris 95%containedby a circular

regionwhose radiusis 24 cm (the modulebeing struckby the beamwas the IH). In

the centralregion, thisarea is contained by acone of size R=.2. However, in the

forwardregion, the cone size neededjumps to R=.7 due to the decreasingseparation

of rapidityfinesfor the region near the beamline. Hence, even a thin jet (or a single

particle)will look broaderin the calorimeter.
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ISAJET Jet Width for Particle and Parton Jets
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Figure 6-1 : A scatter plot of Jet Width comparing portonic jet width to
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I
Still, the experimental jet definition is intended to mirror theoretical

definitions in most respects. Some changes are required, however. Since the DO m
calorimeter measures energy instead of momentum, transverse energy (ET) replaces |

PT in the algorithm. Further, the rapiditycannot be measured since that would Ii
Irequire both momentum and energy knowledge. We make the small mass assumption

that reduces rapidity to pseudo-rapidity which is defined simply in terms of 0.

I
lln_E +PCOSO

Y='2 \"E-"P_ose') and E= P !

We refer to this quantity as pseudo-rapidity: m
m

I
Thus lines of constant angle fromthe beam line are lines of constant pseudorapidity, mmBut these lines grow closer and closer together as the angle becomes close to 0 or 180

degrees. ml
Jets are reconstructed most accurately duringoffline analysis. The framework Im

for jet reconstruction at DOhas long been in place and been tested extensively on a
ilmt

wide variety of both simulated QCD and rare physics events as well as simulated m
special events such as single pions and single electrons. Two algorithms are currently

available. The f'trst is a fixed cone algorithm which we will describe in more detail, m
mmm

The second is a nearest neighbor algorithm in which jets are formed by clustering

cells following some prescription. Similar algorithms have been used by many other m
experiments.However,theoristsareabletodocalculationsusingonlyafixedcone ml

algorithmand so that is the one we concentrate on fornow. We first give a m
description of the DOjet reconstruction algorithm and then discuss how well it mirrors m
the Ellis definition.

|
|

|
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The steps of the algorithm are as follows2:

1)Firstthe algorithmconsiders all the towers in the calorimeters. A tower is

defined as one rl-¢ tower with all of its layers summed. Figure 6-2 shows an event as

viewed in rl-¢ space broken up by readout towers. The towers are ordered by Et.

There are 64 _ towers and 74 11towers. This diagram shows two forward jets.

2) Preclusters are formed by sorting through the towers in order of Et. Only

towers above some threshold (usually 2 GeV) are initially considered. The algorithm

then looks at the nearest neighbors of these seed towers and joins them if they are

above some smaller threshold (usually 1GeV). Thus the calorimeter is divided up

into preclusters and the rest of the lower Et towers. The average 11and _ of each
cluster is calculated.

3) Each precluster is used as the center of a cone. All cells within a cone in

rl-¢ space defined by the radius R = ](ay +ae arejoinedinto the jet. A new rl-O

average is calculated from the ET weighted x and y positions of the cluster and the

procedure is repeated until the center of the cone is equal to the averaged rl-Oof the

jet to within some precision.

Ex = _ Ex, defined for y and z as well.
all _lls

tan_l(Ey) cos_,( , 2 E_ 5/ ln(tan(-_))*'= 0,= +%+s,) 0,=-
4) The total El"of the jet is defined as the sum of the ET'S of each cell.
ET = EETi

allcells

5) The list of jets is inspected for cases in which two jets share common cells.
In this case the amount of energy shared is compared to the jet with the smaller ET. If

the ratio of these numbers is above some splitting fraction (usually .5) the jets are

merged. Otherwise, the energy is split evenly between the two jets)

6) Additional quantifies for each jet are calculated. The electromagnetic

fraction of the reconstructed jet is equal to the ratioof the jets energy which was

found in any electromagnetic section of a calorimeter divided by the total energy.

The second moments of the El" weighted 11and the _ distributions are calculated. The

reconstructed jet width is defined simply as the sum of these two when added in

quadrature.
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Comparison to Ellis jet definition /

We will test ourjet reconstructionabilitiesin the simulationsby comparing Ill
the distributionof reconstructedjets to the distributionof simulatedPJETS. This is II

because we are interestedin recreatingthe inputdistributionand notnecessarily the m.
calculateddistributionof the theorists as approximatedin the NLO distribution. /

However,it is still importantto verify thatourreconstructionrespects the Ellis
definition

aswell. The reconstructionalgorithmmirrorsmost of the Ellis definition /
with the exception of the merging criteria. Merging of jets is enforcedin the

reconstructionin two ways. The first is by changingthe jet center until it matches the I_
ET weightedcenter. Thus if thejet center startsin the directionof one of two closely

spacedjets, the center will move in between the two and perhapsmerge them both Ill
within the cone. The second, more explicit enforcementof jet merging is the splitting

Ill

fractionwhich causes the merge of jets if they sharetoo much energy. Although

thereareprescriptionsforjet mergingin the reconstructionalgorithmas well as the
EHisalgorithm,it is notclear that they are consistentwith each other. lit

The following simple study was done to gauge the compatibilityof the l
reconstructionand Ellis jet definitionswith respectto jet merging. Since the Ellis

mergingcriteriaonly appliesto two patronsat a time, we used ISAJETevents in

which we could findonly two patronswhich werewithinR=I. 1 of each other. The

Ellis definition can then be applied to determine whether it is onejet or two. We Ii
further require that if the cone size is changed to .3, that the partons satisfy the Ellis

III

definition of 2 jets. By then comparing the number of reconstructed jets in each case,

we can see how the experimental definition compares to the theoretical one. The only

other requirements were that the PJET was within .5 of y=0., that the ET was in the

range from 75. to 140. GeV and that the smaller ET patton have an El"above 15.

GeV. Figure 6-3 shows the distribution of the Number of Ellis jets for various cone

sizes. For larger cone sizes there is a spike at N=1,but our selection of events forces

this distribution to become a spike at N=2 by the time the cone size is .3. Figure 6-4

shows the corresponding distributions for dN= Number of Ellis Jets - Number of

Reconstructed Jets for a Splitting fraction of SPLF= .5. This distribution is usually at

0 (agreement) with shoulders at dN = 1 and -1. Thus the disagreement goes both

ways: sometimes the reconstruction sees an extra jet and sometimes it sees one less

than the Ellis algorithm. But there is agreement from 70% to 100% depending on lb
which cone size is used. This is encouraging consideringwe have chosen parton

configurations where the disagreement should be at its worst. Figure 6-5 shows the

|
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i distributionsfor SPLF= .75. Surprisingly,the curves arebasically identical to the

SPLF=.5set; this implies the agreementbetween the reconstructionalgorithmand the

i EHisdefinition may be due to the recursive procedure for determining the jet axis and
not to the value of SPLF.

!
!
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Chapter 7: Jet Reconstruction Results

As mentionedatthe beginning, we have used extensive computersimulations

to determinethe extentof D0's ability to reconstructjets. Primarilywe have used the

ISAJETevent generatorto generate the final state partonsandthe hadronsproduced
!

by the fragmentation. To this extent we arebiasedto the ISAJETgeneration. To

determineourjet reconstructionefficiency as well as the qualityof the reconstructed

jet characteristics,we mustmake comparisonsbetween the generatedjets and the

reconstructedjets. In thischapter,a generatedjet refers to a particlePJET;that is, a

jet formed from the event generator'slist of f'malstate particles. We use the particle

PJETinsteadof the partonPJETin orderto isolate reconstructionbiasesand

problemswithout the complications of fragmentation. A reconstructedjet refersto a

jet found by the DOreconstructionalgorithm. In both generatedand reconstructed

I algorithms, the cone size was R=.7 and the reconstructionjet splitting parameter was
.5 (jets that shared more than 50% of the least energetic jet are merged).

Additionally, reconstructed jets that had been split or merged were considered only

in the efficiency studies. We determine the reconstruction efficiency by searching for

a reconstructed jet match for each generated jet. The requirement for a match was

simply that a reconstructed jet was located within a distance of .7 in rl-(l)space of the

generatedjet. Ifmore than one jet satisfiedthis requirement,then the distance

requirementwas changedto .5. If more than one stillsatisfied,the reconstructedjet

nearestin energywas taken. The matching betweengeneratedand reconstructedjets

I is 1-1. We will see belowthat these matching requirementsarenot overlystrict.
We w_Ude;terminethequality of ourreconstructedjet characteristicsby

comparinga generatedjet to its reconstructedmatch. We define two quantitiesfor

such comparisonwhichwill be used hereand in the following chapters:
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R(W)= _ R,co.,_-t,_ (7.1)
Generated

Av = _Fom,,_ - _Fv.oco..tnw_ (7.2)

where V can refer to any jet quantity (e.g. energy (E), transverse energy (ET), phi
direction (0) etc.).

, Figure 7-1 shows a histogramof the quantityA0. This distributionpeaksat

zero and has a width of .03 which correspondsto 113the size of a readout tower.
/

i Also shown is a plot of this quantity versus 11and a mild bias is apparentfor large 1"1. I
i_ Figure 7-1 shows the same plots for Arl. The widthof the distributionis aboutthe

same as in phi, butnow there is a larger11bias whichresultsin an rlreconstructedthat I

is prejudicedaway fromthe beam line. This is attributedpartly to the finite shower i

size of particles within the jet t, the decreasing size of the readout towers as 1]

increases andpartly to the asymmetric size of the cone in the forward region. This [
will be discussed in the calibration section. Even still, the magnitude of the bias is at

worse one-fifth of a readouttower. The small widths of these distributions verifies J
I

that the matching requirements used were generous. The generated jets in these

histograms hada ET of approximately40 GeV.
!

I
o

!
!
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Figure 7-1 : $ and 17reconstruction biases for Jets with ET
between 35 and 55 Gev. A clear r/dependant bias is shown in the r/
reconstruction.
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Figure7-2showsthedistributionof R(E)andR(ET).Thisisacomplicated

plotwhichwillbediscussedfurtherinthecalibrationchapter2.Oneevidentfeatureis

theover-estimationofET comparedtoE.Thisispartlyduetothe1"Ibiasdescribed

above.TheR(E)curveshowsasystematicjetenergylossofapproximately20%.

Thegeneratedjetsinthishistogramallhadatleast40GeV intransverseenergy.

NotethatgeneratedjetswiththesameET havelargerenergiesforlarger

pseudorapiditiesthanatrl-0wheretheyarethesame.

Thepredictedmismeasurementsareduetodetectorsystematicswhichwe can

trytocorrectandwe willdiscussthatinthenextsection.Anotherquestionthatmust

beaddressedwhentalkingaboutjetreconstruction,isthatofreconstruction

efficiency.We definejetefficiencyasthepercentageofgeneratedjetsforwhichwe

foundareconstructedmatch.Findingamatchcanbedifficultwhenjetsarenearby.

Figure7-3showshistogramsofbothgeneratedjetsandthosegeneratedjetsforwhich

areconstructedmatchwasfound.Thegeneratedjetswereselectedfromtheregionin

whichthereconstructionbeginstobeinefficient.Thecurvesarenearlyidentical

aboveET=I6GeV whichimpliescompleteefficiency.Jetsbelowthisenergyare

moredifficuRtoreconstructbecausetheytendtobejetsthatareassociatedwith

nearbyjets,orbroadjetswhosemostenergetictowermaynotexceedthe2GeV

thresholdrequiredtoinitiateareconstructedjet.

|
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Reconstructed Jet Energy and Tronsverse Energy
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as a function of generated _/for Jets with ETbetween 35 and 55 Gev
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Chapter 8: Jet Calibration

. !
The need for ET calibration is obvious from the previous section which shows

that the reconstructionunderestimatesthe ET of the averagejet by about 16-20%. I
_p

There is also a reconstructedI"1bias, butonly for the 'veryforwardregions. We will

firstdetail some of the causes of these mismeasurements. Then we will suggest I
various'jetcalibration'schemes for correcting the reconstructedET. Since there are 11

alwaysdifferencesbetween the behaviorof a computersimulationand the real Ill
detector,we will discuss especially calibrationmethods that use as little simulation II
specific knowledge as possible. Such a scheme would be ideal for jet calibration in

the firstfew months of DOdatataking. I_

Causes of reconstruction ET mismeasurement in the I
reconstruction

1) Cracksanddeadregionsin the calorimeter, Particles may deposit energy Ill
in the azimuthal cracks between the modules, the area between cryostats or other

am

uninstrumented regions where there is no 'live' calorimetry to measure the energy Ill
deposit. Also, particles that are produced too far forward may miss the calorimeter Ill

altogether or deposit energy in the central detector. Although not included in our m,
calorimeter simulation, the realcalorimeters have many other dead areas such as _ll
notches in the signal boards andabsorber plates and spacers which keep the cell

spacing regular. 1
2) _The calorimeterdoes not respondto electronsandphotons in the same

way as it respondsto pions and other hadrons. This effect is often referred to as the /
e/rt ratio. This number is determined by injecting pions and electrons of the same

energy separately into a region of the calorimeter and measuring the response. This /

66 /
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I was using Fermilab's fixed target beam. e/n is the ratio
done in the DOTestbeam The

of the electron response to the pion response. This is done for several different

energies and an elrt curve can then be produced. Figure 8-1 shows such a curve as

determined from monoenergetic electrons and pions that are evaluated by the detector
simulation. Typically the eln ratio is greater than 1. This implies that the detector

has a greater response to electrons than to pions. Since it is very difficult to identify

the type of particles captured in the detector, such curves are more useful when one

assumes that photons will respond as electrons do, and that hadrons respond

approximately the way pions do. eln is important when measuring jets as jets can be

either be very hadronic or very electromagnetic; on the average 33% of the jet's

energy enters the calorimeter as photons. Note that knowing the eln is not directly

applicable for calibratioa unless you can determine whether the energy in each cell

was deposited by a electron/photon or a pion/hadron.

e/n for single particles

1'35 _i''' '''''''''' I'' _"L"1,3 _Eta='3-i-o-Eta=,6......
I - @- Eta = 1.6

1.25 E-/I. ---x---Eta=2l

"_ _ _ -.+--Eta=27
'_ 1,2 E

1.15

1.05 -

? .........
0 I0 20 30 40 50 60

ParticleEnergy

I Figure 8-1" eln as a function of particle energy and detector rl

iI 3) Nonlinearity. The calorimeter responds differently to identical particles at

different energies.1 This is particularly a problem since jets are made of a variety of

I particles at various energies. Consider figure 8-2 which plots the fraction of total jet

energy carried as a function of the fractional jet energy of the particles that carry it. It

I
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is.
is easier to interpret figure 8-2 if an example is given. The value of the first bin is .35.
The first bin has a width of .05 and holds values from 0.0 to 0.05. The interpretation

is that, on the average, 35% of a jets energy is carried by particles that have less than /
5% of the total jet energy. This information is taken from the ISAJET event simulator

and hence maybe biased to the fragmentationscheme it uses. The first two bins ml
Is

contain almost 56% of the total jet energy hence we say: on the average, 50% of the

jets energy is carried by panicles with less than 10%of the total jet energy. Figure 8-

3 shows the distribution of the first bin. We can see d',atsome jets have as much as

80% of their energy carried by particles with less than 5% of the total jet energy. This

idea is extremely important in jet calibration as one naively might try to treat a 200

GeVjet like a 200 GeV particle. Instead, figure 8-2 implies that it is more accurately

described by many 5 GeV particlesand a few energetic ones. If the calorimeter

response is exactly linear, then the energy distribution of the particles within a jet

does not matter. Figures 8-4 and 8-5 show the fractional responses R(E), R(ET) for

simulated single electrons and pions injected into the calorimeter at various angular

regions but scattered over all 0). It is importantto understand how this was done. As

single particleeventswere used and therewas no noise in the simulation, allof the

energydepositwas due to the electronor pion. Thus all the energywas addedup and

attributedto the single particle. The figuresshow consistently better response for

higher energies. In orderto calibrate,we would ideallylike to determine R(ET), for

example and multiply 1/R(ET) byEtreconstructed to determine the 'real' jet transverse

energy. A non-linear curve implies that one must first group the energy that was

depositedby each particleand then correct using the appropriateR(E) value.

R(E) For" Single Electrons

R(Et) for single e!ectrons

_. : o '

""°°° ! _ _°'°°'""

:_ o_. _ o_ ...... _

oss o.s "'I....._---"F"I--'-Et.'2'
-/ i i i l

o8 08 r I I I "_- _
o _o 20 3o 40 so 6o o ,o 20 3o 4o so 6o

Flectrar frlt_y FI_cU'©r Frer_y

Figure 8-4: R(E) andR(ET) for single electrons as a function of electron
energy and detector psuedorapidity.
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R([) For Single Plons R(EL) for ,_Ingle ;)Ions
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Figure 8-2 shows (for example) that, on the average, 35_. of a Jets I
Energy is comprised of particles that each carry less than 5_=of th_

total jet energy. I
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4) Outof cone showerin2 As discussedin the section on the theoretical

definition of a jet, the cone algorithm is used to define the energy of a jet. This cone /
is meant to be applied to the final state partons of the event. Since the calculation

does not include the fragmentation of the partons, the loss of energy due to particles II
leaving the cone is not included. Experimentalists have traditionally attempted to /

correct both for this effect and the compensating effect of particlesentering the cone

from other jets or from the beam jets. We refer to these type of effects as "Out of

cone" gains or losses. Nominally, we have removed this effect in our studies of jet

reconstruction by comparing the reconstructed jet to a generated jet which is formed

from the final state panicles instead of the final state partons. However, particles
within the cone start to shower and the size of the shower can be wide. Thus particles

near the edge of the cone may deposit energy outside of the cone. Our reconstruction

algorithm compensates to some degree by clustering groups of energy and using the

center of such clusters to decide whether inclusion into the jet cone is necessary. If

there were an effect due to energy spilling out of the cone, (see figure 8-7), it might

show up first in the forward regions where the lines of constant rapidity grow close

together. Figures 8-4 and 8-5 show no such effect for single particles because they

were made using all the energy in the event and no cone was applied. As discussed in

chapter 6, the cone size needed to contain 95% of a 50 GeV pion seen at the DOtest

beam would be R-.2 in the central region but would be R=.7 in the forward region.

The simulated single particles show this type of behavior as well. Figure 8-20 shows

the difference in response for 50 GeV and 2 GeV pions in the case where all the

energy in the detector is used versus the case where only the energy within a cone of

R-.7 is used. The former is from the curves in figure 8-5. We see that 50 GeV pions

have nearly all of the detectable energy contained in a cone of R=.7 except in the very

forward regions where 1-2% of the energy is lost outside the cone. The 2 GeV curve

shows a 3% loss even in the central region and this becomes 11% in the very forward

region. We expect the same effect for jets and indeed, figure 7-2 shows a strong drop

in response for q>3.0. We might expect that jet response would be dependent on the
cone size used. Figure8-6 shows the averageR(E) versus1"1for 50 GeV ET jets with

variouscone sizes. (The generated jet cone size and the reconstructedjet cone size

arekept the same.) One can see that fora cone size of .9, the R(E)curvebehaves

better in the forwardregion as the single particlecurves might predict. But smaller

cone sizes dropin responsebyas much as 15% comparedto the central region even

when they arefarfrom the beam pipe.
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Itseems clearthat out of cone losses will be veryimportantin jet
recoastructionin the forwardregions andwithsmall cone sizes.

-- 2 GeV no cone I
----o -- 2 GeV R=.7

!

- .e- 50 GeV no cone

1 --.--50 GeV R=.7 '- _ .... _ ....

0.95- ...... ,
O.9 _ ....-. -'-_--.---.._..__r-.-

0.85

= 0,8

0.75

0.7

065. .... I ,.,.._,,,,_ ,,I,,,, I,,,,
0 0,5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3

Detector eta

Figure 8-20: The respor _sis shown both with a cone of R-.7 and
withno cone (all energy, ased).
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I Note
Thereis also a bias away fromthe beam line for 11reconstructionin the

I forwardregions as discussed in chapter7. This may also be due to the finitewidth ofthe particleshowers. Indeed, this effect has been seen with single pions in the Monte

Carlo2. We can understand this as follows: if a particle, moving along a line of
I constant angle from the beam line, showers symmetrically in a circularregionaround

its originaldirection, more of the area is contained above that angle than below. See

I figure:8-7.

i Particle Shower

I

I
I
I

0

Figure 8-7: A particle showers while moving along a line of constant angle with
respect to the beam line. If it does so symmetrically, more energy will be
deposited away from the beam line than towards it.

5) Zero suppression.

Noise in the calorimeter results in energy being seen in nearly all

channels even though only a few may actually have had energy deposited by particles.

This causes the readout and transfer of large amounts of uninteresting information to

the data storage media. To combat this, channels can be forced to zero when they are

below some threshold and zero energy channels are not includedin the data that is

transferred. This is referred to as zero suppression. There was no noise in the

calorimeter simulations and no zero suppression used in the jet calibration studies.

However, there was a .10 GeV per readout cell zero suppression that was applied to
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I We willconfineourselftomethodsthat thestartofdatatakingcan beused at

andthatmakemaximum useoftestbeamresults.Thuswe assumethatwe willhave

I access to curves similar to 8-4 and 8-5. We further assume that results that we obtain
using the simulation results of 8-4 and 8-5 which are then applied to the simulation,

might be equally as good if we took the test beam results and applied them to the real
Ii detector.

To verify that energy loss is derived from the causes we expect, we use a

I techniquethat we will exploit time and time again. Reconstructed jets are compared

with the generated jets which are calculated using the PJET particle method and

I identical cone sizes. Thus the problem comparing generated toof the reconstructed

energy is basically a calibration issue. The jet energy isjust the sum of the particles

within the jet. We ca_ obtain this from the generator:
Eo_,a_= ,___Ei (8.1)

allpm'ti¢lminjet

1 We look at each of the particles that made up the generated jet, and for each
one, we can associate a response from the single pion and single electron response

curves in figures 8-4 and 8-5. The jet response is then the sum of these terms. We

assume that the particles respond according to the curves and add them all up. Thus

we end up with a prediction for the reconstructed jet energy. Thus we can predict

R(E) for jets:

R(E)_d, _ _ 1 Z[E,R(E,, r/,,id,)] (8.2)
Eoenerau_dallparticlesinjet

o

Where id equals 'electron' if the particleis anelectron or a photon and id = 'pion'
otherwise. This tells us which curve to use. We can then calibrate the reconstructed

jets using thispredicted value of R(E). If jet energyloss is truly duecompletely to the

responseof single particles, this method should calibratefairlywell. Figures8-8

describe the percentageenergy loss before we calibrate. An averageenergyloss of

about 15-20% is shown. Figures 8-9 shows the samequantity aftercalibration. The

calibrationremoves the energy loss to within2%except for n>2. which suffers from

out of cone showering effects which we have not yet tried to correct. Although this

method seems to move the response to 1,it is not useful for real calibration as DOcan

not determine the momentum and energy type of every particle that entered the

detector. Even if the energy information could be extracted, the id would remain

unknown. Some experiments operate under the assumption that jets behave as if _hey

were composed entirely of pions. Figures 8-10 show the results of the calibration
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R(E) for Uncolibroted Jets generated in 160-240 Et Bin
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Figure 8-8:R(E) distributions for uncalibrated jets. Typically only 85_,
of the generated energy is seen by the reconstruction.
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R(E) for Single Particle Calibrated Jets (160-240 Et Bin)
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Figure 8-IO:R(E) after calibration uaing knowledge of the energy but
with the assumption that oll particles behove on plans.
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Ii
Method I: Particle Tracking

i One method that was developed entailed using the tracking chambers to
identify the energies of particles within the jet. Clusters of energy were matched with

I central detector tracks. If the energy cluster could not be matched it was shared withadjacent clusters if possible, if it was isolated, it was assumed to be a neutral particle

and a 'pseudo' track was created and pointed towards that cluster. See figure 8-11.

The solid lines represent charged tracks w!ttle the dashed lines represent 'pseudo

tracks'.

mJN 1
[NmN '

t :..:_._.:'_'Z4
_ ......... ;_ ::V-: ........ :; |_" _':"_" _ ::_ _'_ :':"::;::':::::':':_: _"_1
._ _ _" .-_._],_

_..z_.,.;_ _ • _.,_ ._........ :_:_.'_:'_!::.4
!:'.':!.:_:!_i.'.:: ..._"
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Figure 8-11: Example of how the Particle Tracking Method for Jet Calibration is
done. The tracker supplies trajectories of charged tracks that are associated with
clusters of energy in the calorimeter. If a cluster has no track match, it is assumed
to come from a neutral particle and a 'pseudo' track is created.

q The charged tracks were provided by the event generator in this analysis instead ofthe central detector. A further deczsion had to be made in the case that more than one

track pointed to the same energy cluster. In one case the energy was shared among

tracks which indicated particles with equal energies. In the other case the energy was

assumed to belong to only one particle. In both cases, it was assumed that 1/3 of the
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jet was electromagnetic by using as the response: two thirds of the pion response

i added to one third of the electron response for each energy and pseudo-rapidity point

used. Figures 8-13 and 8-14 show the results of these calibrations. Central jets are

calibrated to within 4% although the forward jets will still exhibit losses due to out of

cone showering. The two differ by only 2% at most and give us a way to calibrate on

i an event by event basis. Unfortunately, it requires full track reconstruction and

assumes that energy deposits by single particles are reasonably localized. The [
addition of noise will further complicate matters. It is also not clear whether the

' method is actually identifying particles within the jet or is simply breaking down the [
jet in some random way and hence allowing a calibration that moves in the correct !

, direction. This method was not developed further.

I

i

!

!
!

!
!

!
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R(E) for Track Cluster Calibrated Jets (160-240 Et Bin)
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Figure 8-13:R(E) after calibration uming the tracking method osmuming
one particle contains oil the energy of the cluster.
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Method 2: Calibration as a function of Jet Characteristic

I Anothermethod is to base calibration on some jet quantity that is
characteristic of the type of particles within the jet. For example, electromagnetic

I t,_dronicparticles, thus a calibration number could be
particles respond better than"

assigned on the basis of electromagnetic fraction. Also, jets that are very broad tend

to be contain softer particles, so jet width could also be a quantity to use forcalibration. Figure 8-15 relates the calibration ratio (R(E)) versus the electromagnetic

fraction and the jet width of both the reconstructed jet and the generated jet.

Let us first consider the electromagnetic fraction plot. It is produced by first

looking at each generated-reconstructed jet match. This allows us to determine the

R(E)for this pair. We can then determine the electromagnetic traction of the

generated jet by looking at the particles that make up the jet and taking that fraction of

the jet's energy that is carried by photons or electrons. This is tJaeelectromagnetic

fraction of the generated jet. The solid line is for these points and shows that jets that

have energetic photons/electrons have a distinctively better energy response (by

almost 12%) than for totally hadronic jets. The electromagnetic fraction for

reconstructed jets is defined similarly but it based on which sections of the

calorimeter the jet deposits energy. The dotted curve displays the average value of

R(E) for reconstructed jets versus energy fraction. This curve varies only by about
5%. The difference between the curves comes from the fact that the amount of

energy deposited in the electromagnetic sections of the calorimeters is not a good

indicator of whether the particles were electromagnetic in nature. Hadrons frequently

deposit large amounts of energy in the electromagnetic section just as photons and

electrons deposit small fractions in the hadronic layers.

The second plot made in a similar way, but this time versus the width of the

generated and reconstructed jet. Jet width in the case of the generated jet js defined

by equation 6.1 while the reconstructed jet width is the second moment of ET

distribution of the jet in q-_ space. We see that thin jets (small jet widths) respond

better than broadjets. Additionally,the reconstructed jet width seems to be

comparablewiththatof thegeneratedin thesensethat generatedjetsof aparticular

jetwidthhavea similarresponseto reconstructedjetsof thesamewidth. Jetwidth

maybean importantquantityto considerin calibratingjets. This methodwasnot

developedfurtherhowever.
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R(E) versus Jet Characteristics for Central 40 Gev Et.Jets
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i Method 3: Assumed Fragmentation of Jet

i If we assume that we can"Understandthe behavior of single particles in thedetector from the test beam results, we only need to understand how particles are

distributed in a jet to be able to predict its response. This was discussed above and

seems to be true for jets with rl<2. when a cone of at least R=.7 is used. To do this,

one must use a generator like ISAJET or HERWIG to model the particle structure of

the jet. This may leave the calibration sensitive to which model is used. We can

proceed if either we believe that one particular model is reasonably accurate in

predicting the particle structure of a jet or if we believe that the predictions are

relatively insensitive to which model is used. We can combine the two statements if

i we test the jet response predictions on several models including one which seems tocompare favorably to measurements of jet fragmentation. HERWIG is such a

generator.4 Figure 8-17 shows the distribution of the predicted response R(E) for

various event generators for 50 GeV Et jets generated at rl = 0. Note that width of the

distribution is only 2%. This is considerably smaller than the width of the R(E)

determined from the simulation which is about 10%. Presumably this is because the

width is dominated by energy resolution and perhaps out of cone fluctuations.

._.@_i_Predicted ISAJET
Pred, HERWIG
Pred Pythia

I i

I @ISAJET I ;..
- _ .

-'-0 -I- HERWIG

I_l _ 0.95- -

.. 0.9

o
IZl

_, 0.85

_" 0.8 ....

i

o7s I I I I
- 0 1 2 3 4

Jetrl

I] Figure 8-16: R(E) for 50 GeV ET jets at various detector 13. Curves are bothpredicted and measured for various simulations. Error bars are shown only for
predicted values
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Note
also, that the different fragmentations agree to within 2%. Figure 8-16 shows [

this predicted R(E) for jets at fixed ET at various rapidity points. Each data point

consists of at least 500 points leading to error bars well within 1%. The simulated !
|

values of R(E) have also been plotted. Note that all the points agree within 3%. We

conclude that although we do not know which fragmentation model to use, it may be |
that the fragmentation does not matter to the 3% level. This is certainly a function of

I

the non-linearity of our detector but given a set of non-linear response curves (as we !
have assumed here) we can predict this difference. Figure 8-18 shows both predicted [
R(E) and the Monte Carlo R(E) from a sample of generated jets with ET between 40

II

and 60 GeV. The agreement starts at about 2% andslowly gets worse until an 1"1of [
2.5 where the calculated response turns over and drops quickly. Figure 8-19 shows

similar results for R(ET)done in a similar way. As mentioned above, this is the |
II

region where the finite shower width of the jet starts to spread out of the cone. The

out of cone issue will be addressed partially later. I
|

Summarizing, this method calibrates jets in the central calorimeter at the 4%

level using only knowledge of the behavior of single particle pions and electrons at 6 I
different energies and at 5 different pseudorapidity positions in the calorimeter. Since i
such measurements have been made with real pions and electrons and real modules at

the DOtest bea_a,this calibration method could be very useful as a starting jet [
calibration upon coUiderstart up and the beginning of data taking at DOthis year.

This technique is being currently implemented. [

I
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Predicted Fractional Energy Loss (1-R(E))
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I

_, 1 R(E) for 50 Gev Et jets from the ISAJET40-80 Et bin I
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Figure 8-18:Predicted and reconstructed R(E)for 50 GeV jets.Gener°ted Jet 7/ I
The discrepency in the forward regions implies additional

sources of energy loss (e.g. out of cone showering). I
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Figure 8-19:Predicted and reconstructed R(Et) for 50 GeV jets.
The discrepancy in the forward regions implies additional
sources of energy loss (e.g. out of cone showering).
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Chapter 9: Triggering on Jets at DO

Protons and antiprotons circulate around the coUider in 6 bunches each. At

current design specifications, bunches cross at the DOinteraction point once every

3.5x10-6 seconds. The cross section for an inelastic (the proton or antiproton
t

breakup) collision is about 50 millibarns. At the expected startup luminosity of

5x1030 cm-2sec- 1, this implies a crossing rate of about 250,000 events per second

with an average of at least one inelastic collision per crossing and a significant

occurance of multipleinteractions in a crossing. The rate at which events can be

written to tape is expected to be on the order of 1 per second. The job of choosing 1

event out of 250,000 belongs to the DOTrigger system. We will overview the trigger

" system and then refocus on their roles in jet selection.

The DOtrigger system primarily consists of 2 levels. The first level is a

hardware trigger that consists of an electronic framework which accepts input from

any one of four hardware trigger subsystems:

Level 0: The Level 0 trigger consists of two sets of scintillators on either side

of the interaction point. This purpose of these scintiUatot'sis to detect a

charged particles from an interaction, supply the location of the interaction

and determine ff more than one interaction took place.

TRD: The TRD trigger system can trigger on the presence of charged,

relativistic particles (electrons!) that move throughout the transitional
radiation detector.

Level 1 calorimeter trigger: This trigger constructs quick sums of

calorimeter cells and constructs quantities that can be used for triggering

purposes.

95
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Muon trigger: The Muon Trigger is able to detect events in which hits in the

muon system are aligned in such a way that they might point to the nominal

interaction point.

There are 256 trigger terms that represent various settings of these 4 trigger

subsystems and the Level 1trigger framework allows the definition of 32 triggers

which are made up of any combination of these terms. If any of these 32 trigger

conditions are satisfied, than the event is given to the second level (Level 2) of the

trigger system for the final decision on whether the event will be accepted or not. The
rate into this second level should be reduced to at least 200 hz by this time. Figure 9-

1 is a diagram of the DOtrigger system. Upon a Level 1trigger, the framework

causes the readout and digitizing of a set of detector ADC crates which were

associated with that specific trigger. Special processors sequence this data and

transfer it along one of 8 data cables. The event is sent to one of 50 microvax 4000

model 60's. Each one is approximately a 16 (VuP) MiP machine. Before processing

occurs, the event is built in a format that is identical to that which is used in offline

analysis. At this level, the event can be reconstructed using FORTRAN routines1
which are similar in function to those used offline. A complicated set of parameter

sets for each routine decides whether the event is to be written to'tape. These routines

give answers to yes/no type questions such as "Were there 3jets found with at least m.
20 GeV in ET?" or "Was an electron found?". A Level 2 trigger requirement is often _1

referred to as a script and consists of a series of calls to these routines. It requires a

'yes' to all the questions asked in order to 'pass' the script. A total of 128 such scripts B
may exist. We will review the trigger system in more detail, this time concentrating

on jet triggering. Ill
nw

|
|
|
|
|
|
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Level 02 1

The Level 0 scintillators are pr,marily responsible for flagging crossings in which the

two colliding baryons both fragmented although at the expected peak luminosity, this i

is the rule rather than the exception. Still, the luminosity changes during the run and
the probability of inelastic collisions will change as it does. The Level 0 is to be used I

in coincidence with a beam crossing signal. In some cases only one of the baryons

fragments or else it interacts with some of the nuclei in the evacuated beam tube; the
Level 0 is designed to discriminate against such events. As described above, this

trigger consists of 2 sets of scintillators located 130cm away from the nominal I
interaction point on each side. Each set is composed of different scintillators at

different transverse distances from the beam line. Since the scintillators do not reach

all the way to the beam line, beam crossings that do not result in the breakup of the I
oncoming baryon do not trigger. The Level 0 trigger is set up to be sensitive to the

breakup of one of the baryons. As charged particles from the interaction move I

through each scintillator set, the time of the hits are compared and a time difference

between scintillator sets is used to determine whether both scintillators were indeed I
hit and whether the time difference is consistent with an interaction point within some

distance of the nominal interaction point. A slower analysis of these hits can mark the i
presence of additional interactions in the event. It is planned to use these features to

obtain 'higher quality' jet events by triggering on events which have only 1 interaction Iand the vertex is very close to nominal/br high rate jet physics events. The Level 0

was not simulated in any of the analysis presented here. The lack of a Level 0

simulation means that we knew our luminosity exactly. Additionally, the simulation I

did not incorporate multiple interaction events or events where there were soft

collisions between the protons. I
Level 1 Calorimeter Trigger

We are particularly interested in events where there was a hard scattering (not I
just breakup of the proton and antiproton) between colliding partons. We further

restrict our attention to those cases in which the scattering partons had significant I
transverse energy. This is necessary both because our detector only covers

pseudorapidity down to 4. and because scattered partons that moved along the beam Iline would be hard to distinguish from the beam jets. It is the job of the Level 1

Calorimeter trigger to distinguish those events which contain jets or other objects with

large amounts of ET. We will discuss the features that are directly applicable to jets I
and how they allow us to select jets of a particular ET range while rejecting those of a

I
|
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i smaller ET range. Appendix C discusses the stability of our results with respect to
fragmentation scheme, calorimeter resolution and noise. We expect that although the

relative results of our simulations will predict what is seen at the coUider, the overall

i rate scale may differ by as much as an order of magnitude.

Traditionally, hadron colliders have used triggers based on the total ET of the

i event to select high ET jet events, capability
This exists at DOas well; indeed, D0's

extended pseudo-rapidity coverage provides it with a better than average measure of

i the event ET. However, the total ET is not a good indicator of the ET of the jets
involved and our high event rate requires the use of a more specific trigger. As the

i definition of jets is vague, triggering on jets is not trivial. Jets can be narrow like a
single particle, or can be broad and cover large portions of the detector. Ideally, one

i would like to sum up adjoining energetic cells in hardware and hence identify the jet.This is difficult to implement in hardware and DOhas adopted a simpler approach.

The Level 1Calorimeter trigger does a fast sum of the electromagnetic and fine

I hadronic layers in each _ and rl readout tower of the calorimeter• The coarse

hadronic, massless gaps and inter-cryostat detector are excluded in this sum.

Additionally,each 2x2 group of these sums (.2x.2 in rl-_ space) is combined into a
larger 'trigger tower'• There is an electromagnetic trigger tower and a total

• (electromagnetic + hadronic) tower. Each sum is weighted by a number that

corresponds to the sine of the theta location of that tower using a vertex dependent

lookup table which groups the vertex into bins of 30 cm. Figure 9-2 shows the

segmentation of 1"1space as seen by the Level 1 Calorimeter trigger. As each trigger

tower is .2x.2 in size, 40 trigger towers cover the region from 1"1--4.to rl-4. while 32

q trigger towers cover tb,e entire azimuth range for a total of 1280 trigger towers.
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Figure 9-2: The 1"1segmentation of the detector at the triggertower level.

The Level 1 trigger uses these sums to construct such quantities as total ET,

total Ex, total Ey and the corresponding vector quantifies as well. These quantities

can be used to make triggering decisions. However, the most important trigger for

jets is the ability of the Level 1calorimeter to make a comparison of each of the 1280

trigger towers to a threshold. The system can be programmed to recognize when

some number of these trigger towers is above that threshold. We refer to this

threshold as the Level 1jet ET threshold and the number requirement as the Level 1

jet count. Note that the word 'jet'here is misleading as the Level 1 has no ability at all

to identify a jet, but can only identify trigger towers whose total ET is above the Level

1jet ET threshold.

But jets seldom deposit all their energy into one trigger tower. Computer

simulations have shown that jets deposit on average 1/3 of their energy into the most

energetic trigger tower3. The distribution is not a delta function however; some jets m

can deposit all their energy into one trigger tower while others can deposit less than

10%in the most energetic tower.. Figure 9-3 shows the ratio of the energy contained Hi
in the jets most energetic trigger tower to the total energy of the jet itself. This

m

distribution is broad. Nevertheless, it is apparent that a trigger that asks for 10 GeV in I
I

|
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one tower will not trigger on anything less than 10 GeV jets. However, it is not true

that it will trigger on all 10GeV jets. The requirement that a certain amount of the

jet's energy be localized in one trigger tower is a severe one.'* Figure9-4 shows that

simply requiring 7 GeV in a trigger tower precludesfull trigger efficiency until 40

GeV or so. Another approach that can be tried is to require more than one tower

above threshold. Instead of requiring 1 tower with more than 10GeV, one could
require 4 towers with 2.5 GeV each. In each case 10 GeV is asked for, but the latter

case is much more efficient for 10 GeV jets. But since the Level 1 has no idea

whether those trigger towers areadjacent or not, the latter requirement tends to accept

a higherrate of lower ET events. We will see that the background rate from lower ET

jet events can be very high.

i I_Err,c,ency J
Re(ulre I Trigger Tower Above 7 Gev
1.2 - , 'i i '" i .... , _ ....
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Figure 9-4: TriggerEfficiency versusJet ET for one particularLevel 1 trigger
setting. At least one triggertowerwhose totalET is above 7 GeV is required.
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As the jet ET spectrum falls as ET to the ~-6th power, a trigger which was

efficient for 30 GeV jets would rarely see an event which had a 80 GeV jet present.

We plan to obtain samples of different portions of the spectrum by defining triggers

that target separate jet ET ranges and prescaling them so that we receive

approximately the same number of events from each. Figure 9-5 shows the triggering

efficiency as a function of jet ET for various trigger settings: 1 trigger tower > 3 GeV,

1 trigger tower >7 GeV and 2 towers >7 GeV. We can see that they become fully

efficient for 25, 45 and 80 GeV respectively. We require full efficiency to eliminate a

bias in the types of jets we receive in our events.

Thus we are left with the guideline that to select jets with a particular ET, we

need to set the trigger threshold at some small fraction of the jet's ET to be efficient.

Unfortunately, this allows the trigger to be flooded with events whose leading jet is

less than the target ET. Consider as an example: The QCD jet ET spectrum falls

almost as ET"6. We wish to trigger on 40 GeV jets and decide that since a 40 GeV jet

averages 1/3 of its energy in one trigger tower, we will ask for 1 trigger tower with

ET greater than 10 GeV as our trigger. Thus we might get 90% of that signal

according to figure 9-3. But a 20 GeV jet will deposit 10 GeV about 20% of the time

according to the same plot. Since the cross section is falling like ET-6 we expect the

signal to noise ratio for 20 GeV jets alone to be"

signal = 90% x tr(ET=40)

noise = 20% x ty(ET=20)

signal/noise = 4.5/(26) (assuming sigma -ET -6 )

= 4.5/64 = .07
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Thus most of the background will come from lower ET jets that are narrower

than the ones we are triggering upon. This is the leading cause of 'jet noise' in the

trigger. But the amount of background is anticipated to be larger than implied above.

This is because we are forced to lower the trigger threshold even further due to trigger

and calorimeter imperfections. First of all, the trigger only sees energy deposited in

the electromagnetic and the fine hadronic sections. The coarse hadronic in all three

calorimeters is left out. as is the massless gap and inter-cryostat detector. This means

that jets which deposit large amounts of energy in these regions will be discriminated

against. To correct for this, the threshold must be lowered. Further, the vertex

correction used by Level 1 is coarse and thus this leads to some ET smearing. Even if

we could measure a jet energies exactly, smearing in the calculated ET would result in

pulling some jets below our cuts. On top of this, there is finite calorimeter resolution

already. The level 1 calorimeter trigger simulation included additional noise which is

expected to be present due to electronics and the decay of the uranium. All of these

factors drive the selection of the trigger tower threshold downward. At the same time,

the resulting event rate increases dramatically as shown in figure 9-6.
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Figure 9-6: As the trigger tower threshold increases the event rate falls but the

I efficiency drops.
We have seen that in order to be efficient for events with a desired jet ET, we

must lower the trigger tower threshold with the resulting rate contamination by lower

ET jets. Table 9-1 shows a proposed set of L1 trigger settings, the jet transverse
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energies they are designed to select and the resulting signal to noise ratios. These
trigger settings are fully efficient for jets at or above the target ET. Note the low

to noise ratio from the large fraction of lower ET jet events which are able to |

lit

signal
J

satisfy these triggers due to the rapidly falling jet ET spectrum.
It

Target Jet ET L i Trigger Signal Rate Total Rate signal/noise I
25 1 tower >3 f20 15900 .008
40 1 tower >7 14.8 600 .025 II
90 2 towers >7 .36 70 .005 !
110 3 towers >7 .027 13 .002

155 4 towers >7 .003 3.4 .0009 ..... |
u

Table 9-1" Proposed L 1triggers and rates. Note that the signal rate is a small
fraction of the total rate allowed by the trigger. The triggers are fully efficient for am

jets above the target ET. |

We would like to complete our discussion of jet triggering withLevel 1 by |
discussing two miscellaneous topics. The first has to do with jet efficiencies and the I

second has to do with the possibility of triggering on very low ETjets. II
Although we have found trigger configurations that are fully efficient on the

average, there might be certain types of jets for which we are very inefficient. One

example would be jets that are pointed towards the region where the massless gap and I
Inter-Cryostat Detector are located; neither is included in the trigger ET sums. If this

happens 1% of the time, a complete inefficiency there might show up as 99% I
efficiency overall. However, studies have shown that the triggers tend to be very flat

J

as a function of rapidity. This comes from our def'mition of trigger efficiency. We
define our trigger efficiency for a target jet as the number of events in which the II

target jet was present and the trigger was satisfied divided by the number of events in II
which the target jet was pre_ent. Note that we do not require that the target jet cause II
the trigger directly. Thus we have been talking about event trigger efficiencies rather II&

than j.g.ttrigger efficiencies. Since other jets are always present in the event, the event

can still trigger even though the target jet was not involved. Table 9-2 shows both

types of efficiencies for various target jet ET and various level 1 trigger settings.
Ul

!
!
|
|
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i # Tower 2_5 5_10 10_15 20_25 40_45 80_85

I cut
1 3 GeV .19 .34 .70 .98 1.0 1.0

.006 .05 .32 .78 .97 .97
III

1 5 .03 .02 0.2 .76 .99 1.0

0. .006 0.11 .64 .96 .97

1 7 .002 .06 .48 .97 1.

•0004 .03 .42 .94 .97
]1 ]]

1 9 .02 .28 .92 1.

•01 .25 .89 .97
I]11] ]

1 11 .004 .14 .79 .99

.0005 .07 .55 .92

Table 9-2: Event versus trigger efficiencies for various jet ET bins. We show both
the efficiency for a trigger in an event which contains a jet of that ET bin (first
row) and the efficiency for a jet of that ET bin to directly cause the trigger.

Using Super Towers in Level 15

The FermilabTevatronwill allow us to see jets asenergetic as 400 GeV in
ET. We want to obtaina distributionon as wide a rangeas possible. Although

triggering on highETjets is not normallydifficult, triggeringon low ETjets can be.

Noise and electronicbehaviormay forbid the use of triggerthresholds below or even

at the 3 GeV thresholdwe have suggested for 25 GeV jets. A modificationto the

triggermay solve this problem: Since Level 1 calculates the total ET of the event, it

sums up the detectorin large pieces. The results of these pieces are stored andmight

be availablefor use in the triggerfor the collider run. At one level of the summation,

the piecescover anareaequal to 1.6 by .8 in rl-0 space. Since most cone sizes are

less than.8, such 'supertowers'areguaranteed tocontain more than 25-50% of any

jet. Thus insteadof asking for 3 GeV in a _gger tower to get 25 GeV jets, one might

ask for 12.5GeV in one of these super towers. The result is a similarefficiency for

the jets of interest with a reduction of rate. Figure 9-3 shows the Super Tower ET

distribution for 40 GeV jets. While normal trigger towers contain only 38% of the jet

energy, SuperTowers contain almost 64%. Studies have shown that for 10 GeV jets,

super towers would result in twice the signal to noise as the single tower threshold at
3 GeV. However, the 3 GeV threshold should be more sensitive to noise and
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unforeseen problems in the system, so the real benefit of super towers would be

realized in the case that low single tower thresholds like 3 GeV cannot be used. I

,let finding In Level 2 : L2JETS6 I
Up to this point in the trigger,there has been no facility to identify the entire

ET of the jet. In Level 2, however, software routines can be called which can

reconstruct the entire event. In particular, a routine named L2JETS is used to /

reconstruct jets in the calorimeter. Offline routines exist which do an excellent job of

finding jets in the calorimeter;but they cannot be used in the Level 2 system as they /
require large amounts of time and memory. We will give a brief description of

L2JETS, some results concerning its performance as both a trigger and a jet finder l
and finally the reduction in rate we obtain by using L2JETS in addition to Level 1jet
triggers already discussed.

The basic features of L2JETS is as follows:

I)L2JETSuseslocationsofthetriggertowersabovethresholdfromLevelI

asjetcandidates.Thismeansthatjetefficiencyisdeterminedcompletelyat

thelevelllevelsinceL2JETScannotfindjetsthatdidnotcausetriggers.

2)L2JETSappliesaconealgorithmtoformjetsasisdonewithreconstructed

jetsintheoffline.Thesizeoftheconeisaparameterthatistrigger

dependent.Thejetsarereconstructedwiththefollowingquantitiescalculated:

theI"I-0ofthejetaxis,thetotalET,theelectromagneticfractionanditswidth.

Allofthesequantitiesarethusavailablefortriggeringpurposes.Onlyone

iterationisdonetocalculatethesequantities.Thisisdifferentthantheoffline

reconstructionwhichreappliestheconealgorithmuntilthecalculatedjet
centerbecomesstable. mL

3) The trigger tower ET'Scalculated by Level 1 are available in a special data |_

bank. Thus L2JETScan use these El"values to do its clustering. The

advantage of this is that it saves large amounts of unpacking time. The
disadvantages is that coarse hadronic and inter-cryostat information is left out.

Alternately, L2JETS can use the digitized calorimeter information. The

former mode is referred to as NO_CL2 while the latter is named CL2 mode

(named after the unpacking package that it uses.) The CL2 package is similar

to the offline unpacking, but it ignores the massless gap and inter-cryostat
detectors and is much faster.

4) No jet merging or splitting is done in L2JETS.
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L2JETS is intended to provide accurate jet reconstruction while minimizing

processing time and memory. L2JETS stores results based on prior calls so that a jetis only reconstructed once unless the reconstruction is intended to be different

(different cone sizes for example). The program also stores its PASS/FAIL results

and will use them instead of recalculating if needed. Reconstruction results as well as

a list of parameter cuts used are stored for comparison with offline, debugging and for
use by analysis packages. The time required to reconstruct a jet is a reasonable

fraction of the total Level 2 time budget of 250 msec. The timing result for NO_CL2

compared to CL2 ,as shown in table 9-4, shows that the time requirements are
dominated by unpacking and that the logic is fast.

III I

mode/cone_size time/iet (msec) width (msec)

CL2 cone--.5 27 +/- 1.5 9.0
I II II I II

CL2 cone = .7 46 +/- 2.2 14.0
I I I II

NOCL2 cone ---.7 5. +/-.3 1.3
II I I I I I

Table 9-4' L2JETS Timing Performance

The reconstruction quality of L2JETS is favorable compared to the full
offline. The average and standard distributions of the difference between

reconstructed rl, $ and electromagnetic fraction of the jet are as shown in table 9-5.

Offline Reco - L2JETS Men of quantity Sm_nda_rdDeviation
1"Ireconstructed .0034-/-.004 .17

I IIIII

$reconstructed .001+/- .001 .05
I

gm fraction -.022 +/-.001 .05

Table9-5: L2JETS jet reconstruction compared to reconstruction offline

A 2% bias is evident towards lower electromagnetic fraction, but this is not

anticipated to be a problem. Also the resolution is larger than the offline

reconstructed resolution but is still sufficient to serve most trigger requirements. The
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i
distribution of L2JETS let ET to the offline reconstructed quantity is shown in Figure

9-8 for both the NO_CL2 and the CL2 mode. While the CL2 distribution has a peak i
near 1 with a width of 6%, the NO_CL2 suffers from a low side shoulder which is i

caused by a 250 MeV zero suppression imposed by Level 1 and the lack of I
calorimeter coarse hadronicinformation. The mean of the NO_CL2 distribution is i

8%less thanthe CL2 distribution. Thus although NO_CL2 is many times faster than
IlL

CL2, the reconstructionis poorer, i
The purposeof processing jets in LEVEL2 is to furtherreduce the trigger rate

while maintaining efficiency. Figure 9-7 shows efficiency and rate curves obtained i
by requiring L2JETS to pass the event only if the calculated Jet El" is above a

specified threshold. Plotted is total rate and target jet efficiency versus L2JET ET i
threshold for target jet ET'S of 25, 45 and 90 GeV. As a prerequisite, we added the

i

Level 1 trigger proposed for that target jet ET in table 9-1. In all three cases, there is I
an efficiency plateau. Thus a L2JET cut can be chosen which maintains full I
efficiency while reducing the rate. Table 9-3 shows a complete set of Level l and It

Level 2 triggers for various target jets. The signal to noise ratio has been greatly
improved.

Ik

Target iet ET.... [',1Trigger L2 Trigger Total Rate ' signal/noise
'25 ][tower >3 GeV 1L2 jet >20GeV '400 .3
45 1 tower >7 1L2 jet >30 60 .28 I
90 2 towers >7 1 L2jet >50 4.5 .08 i
110 3 towers >7 I L2jet >80 .2 .5
155 4 towers >7 1L2jet >115 .03 .1 i

i

Table 9-3: Proposed Level 1 and Level 2 triggers and rates. Note that the signal rate is
greatly improved over table 9-1 while full efficiency was maintained with the I
exception of the 45 GeV target trigger which dropped to 96%. m

I trigger settings are sensitive to factors like noise, IAlthough Level

calorimeter resolution and the energy distribution of a jet, we expect that the Level 2

found jets will be relatively insensitive to these effects and may perform better than
i

predicted.

I
!
|
m
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Chapter 10: Results

i In this chapterwe presentthe procedureand resultsfor reconstructingthe

li singlejetinclusivecrosssectionfromalargesampleofMonteCarloevents.ThesampleusedwasaboutI00,000eventswhichweregeneratedbyISAJETand

processedbythedetectorsimulatorandthereconstructionsoftware.TheISAJET

l i eventswererequiredtohavebothpartonsfromtheoriginal2--,2interactiontohavea

transverseenergybetween50and200GeV. Thisdoesnotmeanthateacheventhad

Ii ajet in this ET rangeasthepatronsarefreeto radiatequarksandgluonsafterthis
restriction is applied. We will use the jet reconstruction cone algorithmwith cone size

i R- .7andcomparetoaparticlePJET distribution(modifiedtomatchtheEllis
" definitionasdescribedinchapter5).ThePJET distributionwastakenfromaseparate

I datasample.ofabout50,000generatedunderthesameconditionsasthe reconstructed
sample.The resultingdistributionsfromthe reconstructedsamplewasscaledbythe

i relativenumberofevents(approximately1:2)beforecomparingtothePJETdistribution.We reconstructthreeinclusivedistributionsversusET andone

inclusivedistributionwithrespecttopseudo-rapidity.TheET wasbinnedinstepsof

d 5GeV andthe11distributionwasfilledinbinsofArl-.2.Thefollowingdistributions
were reconstructed:

a)_ (integratedoverallrt)

d2o

I b) dETdr/(r/__ 0.)

I15
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d2cr , I
c) dETdr/( 17= 2.)

d2o' / E I
d)dETd_( T =57.5.)

I
Figure 10-5 shows the ratios of these uncalibrated reconstructed distributions

to the correspondinginput distributions. These curves would ideallybe straight lines 1
at 1.0. But mismeasurement injet ET have diminished the reconstructioncross

section to anywhere from 20*7,to 55%of the input value. Additionally, the shapes of I
the distributions have changed by 20%to 35%over the range of the horizontal axis.

The followingsteps were taken to correctthe reconstructed distribution. 1

Correction for incorrectly merged jets

Longafterthegenerationandreconstructionofourhighstatisticssample,an 1
errorin the reconstruction code was found which directlyaffects the single jet cross

section. As describedin the DOJet Definitionchapter, the reconstructionalgorithm I
merges twojets ifthe amount of energy they share is greater than a certain fraction of

the energy of the least energetic of the two. This value is normally.5, however the 1
errorin the code caused this fraction to be set at .01. Thus, some jets were merged

unintentionally. As all merged jets areflagged, a procedurewas set up to correctjets 1
thatwerewronglymerged.Wronglymergedjetstendedtohaveabnormallylargejet

widths.Thereconstructionprocessstoresresultsforjetswithsmallerconesizesas

well as the R-.7 size which we arediscussing. The correctionwas based on 1

resplitt/ngthe jets using the relativeenergies of the same jets which were not merged

under a smaller cone size. Figure I0-I shows comparisons of the reconstructed ET 1
distributionto the distributionobtainedbyusingthe correctsplittingfraction,bothto

the incorrectsplitting fractioncase and forthe 'corrected'distribution. A sample set I
ofeventswasusedtomakethiscomparison.We canseethatthedistribution

obtainedbyusingasplittingfractionof .0I.leadsto a measuredcrosssectionthat is 1
20-50%higherthanthat foundwhenthesplittingfractionis .5. This isbecause

smallerET jetscanbemergedtoformlargerET jets. Whenwetakethesamplewith

the splittingfraction 1.0I and use the correctionproceduredescribedabove,the 1
resultingcurve matches the correctone to within 10%. I

1
1
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Figure 10-1 :Correction of Sample Distribution: Sample mode with Split
Fraction=.01 was Corrected to Match Sample with Split Fraction --- .5
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Jet calibration for single particle response.

We firstconstruct a set of predictedR(ET)'S using the third method described

in the jet calibrationchapter. We construct an R(ET) forjets in various 1"1binsand
i

two ET bins. The rl bins were .2 in size and covered rl-0 to rl-4. (Jets with negative

tl will use the same calibrationratio as their positive 11counterparts.) Jets were
generated with ET in a 40-50 GeV and a 80-90 GeV range and the predicted R( ET )

valueswere calculated as described in the jet calibrationchapter. A comparison of

these values to the real values for the 40-S0GeV sample is shown in figures 8-18 and

8-19. The predicted R(ET) changes only bya couple percent as we move fromthe

40-S0 GeV sample to the 80-90 GeV sample, The falling distribution of jet ET

within each ET bin means that the mean value is not at the center, the R(ET )'s from

the 40-50 GeV andthe 80-90 GeV samples were assigned to 42.5 GeV and 82.5 GeV

respectively. The calibration then can use a linearinterpolationto determine the

predictedR( ET ) for a jet with any arbitaryET. We only need to know which ET

value to use and which tl to use for a given reconstructedjet. The 1"1of the

reconstructedjet was assumed to be correct. The rlreconstruction results of chapter 7

indicate that this is a reasonableassumption,especially since our rl bins are .2 in size. I

I ET can be approximatedby using the reconstructedvalue of ET divided by R(42.5) '

i for that1"1bin. Now the linearinterpolationis done between the 42.5 andthe 82.5 1

curveand the finalcalibrationnumber is found. I

Out of cone showering correction.

Ourcalibrationdid not take into account the out of cone effects seen in the [

forwardand backwardregions of the calorimeter. This correctionwas made by

comparingthe R( ET )'s of two identical sampleswith differentcone sizes. Hence
this correctionexplictlyuses a result from the simulation. The motivation is as

follows. Figure 8-6 implies that largecone sizes are less vulnerable to out of cone
energylosses. Thus the differencein the R(ET)'Sbetween the sample with a cone size

of R- 1.0 and the same sample with cone size of R-.7 is a measure of the out of cone
losses that areseen bythe R-.7 algorithm, since the intrinsic response due to single

particle responseshould be the same for both cone sized jets. This is not strictlytrue;

onecanimaginethatthejetsfoundwiththelargerconesizecontainsofterparticles

alongtheirperimeterthatarenotpresentintheR-.7jets.We cancorrectforthis

however byusing the differencein the predictedR(ET)'Sfor the differentcone sizes. I
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Figure 10-2 shows theseR(ET)'s for both conesizesboth as foundfrom the

simulation(real) andaspredictedfrom the ISAJET fragmentation. We seein 10-2

thatthe realR(ET) curvesdivergefor forwardq. But the R- 1.0 curvestartsto flatten

at 1"1-3.implyingperhapsthat it is startingto experienceout of cone lossesas well.

The predictedcurvesshowthatthere is a systematicdifferencein the predicted

responseof thedifferentcone sizedjets. The smallercone sizehasa .8-1.6% greater

responseat all pseudo-rapidityintervals. This impliesa softerparticlestructurein the

largerconesizedjets. In any case,we must subtractthe predicteddifferencesout.

Thus our R(ET)'S becomeadjustedin the following way for each1"1bin:

I'R/E _cone=.7 _cone=l.O _
R(ET)adjusred = R(ET)predicted +[ K Tt,real - R(ET'real l

.[R(ET_cone=.7ni,_ _cone=l.O/predicted- _ _,_T]predicted] (10"l.)

Here'real'referstothevaluesactuallydeterminedinthesimulation.

llil
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Zero suppression correction.
As mentioned before, there was no need to use a zero suppression in the

simulation as there was no noise present. However, there will be one in real data

taking, so the software needed to zero suppress was present. It was not used in most

of the studies descriged in the previous chapters. However, the large data sample

which we are using to reconstruct the various cross sections did have a channel zero

suppression of 0.1 GeV. This means that if a cell had less than 0.1 GeV of energy, it

was set to zero. Since our calibration analysis did not have anysuch suppression, we

must correct for this before we can calibrate this large sample. The correction term

was determined by comparing the R(ET)'S of a sample of jets reconstructed with and

then without the 0.1 GeV suppression. Figure 10-3 compares the two curves and

shows that there was a 4% loss in energy for jets with 1"1-0due to the suppression.

The differenceof these curves was subtractedfromthe adjustedR(ET)'S.

_I_,),,..,--_I_,),.,_.,+[_(_,_""',..,__(_,):::.,o].[_(_,__.,,,..,..,__,_,,,,..,..,"-"o1
+[R(_,)'L-=_-R(E,;,.7_] _02)

Final Calibration Numbers

Figure 10-4 shows the comparisonof these adjusted predictedR(ET)'Sto the

realones we determined from the simulation. The predictedresponses systematically

underestimatethe real response,but the forwardregion is much betterrepresented

than in figures 8-18 and 8-19 before the out of cone corrections were made.

11
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Comparison of Calibrated to Generated Cross sections

A glance at figure 10-5 is enough to see the poor comparisonthat the

uncalibrated distributions made. We will display two sets of calibrated plots. One set

will use the distributions made by calibrating with the predicted responses which we

have determined. The second will use the real responses thatwere seen in the

simulationfor comparison purposes. In all cases we plot the ratio of the reconstructed

distributionto the generated. Thus, ideally, the resulting curves would be horizontal i

lines at t.0 Figure 10-6 shows the ratio of reconstructed distributionsto the input I

generateddistributions using the predicted responses to correct the reconstructed jets. i

Most points on the curves move to within 20% of the input distribution. The shape |

has been reconstructedto within 40% forthe rl-0. curve and to within 20% for the [

rl-2. and ET=57.25 curve. The ET distributions now tend to underestimate the cross

section for low ET and then overestimate for the higher range of ET. This is due, to [
some extent, to the resolution smearing of the sample. The event sample used was

generatedwithjet ET'Sbetween 50 and 200 GeV. Thusjets generated near50 GeV |
tendedto be smearedaway fromthe peakwhile higher El"received extraentries from

|

the lowerET portion of the distribution. We can see from figure IO-7, wherethe real I

calibrationresponses were used, that the same type of structureis presentbut not as I

severe. Thus the results we obtainin using the predictedresponses arenot so

different than those we would have gotten had we used the real responses. The 1"I |

• distributiontends to be reasonablyflat in both.

I
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Ummearingthe reconstructeddistributions
We usedtwomethodsto correct forET resolutionsmearing.Bothmake

explicituse of a simulationresult. Thefirst methodis to smearthePJETdistribution

by theassumedjet El' resolutonbeforedoingthecomparison.Thisrequiresus to
determinethe ET resolution. Oneway to do this wouldbe to use the resolutionsof

thesingle particlepionsandelectronsandconvolutethemwith theISAJETjet
fragmentationto predictjet resolutionsthesamewaywe predictedjet responses.
Doingthisyieldsonly a 6% resolutionas opposedto thesimulationresult whichis I
morelike 10%.Again,out of cone fluctuationsprobablycontributeandwe havenot {
accountedfor this. AlthoughthejetETresolutionchangesas aweakfunctionof

|

energy,we assumedit wasaconstantvalueof 10%.Figure10-8showsthe resultsof . ]
smearingthemodifiedPJETdistributionbeforemakingthecomparisonto the

predictedcalibrationcurve. Allof thecurvesbecomeflatteras we expect. The shape [
is nowreconstructedto within20%for all the curves. Figure10-9showsthesame

comparisonbutthis time the realcalibrationresponsesareused. The shapesof the |
distributionarefiatto within10%to 15%.We notethat theabsolutecrosssectionis

still 10-20%less thanthePIETdistribution.

I
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The second method used was to try to unsmearthe reconstructed distribution.

Again, we assume a jet ET resoluton of 10%. The reconstructed distribution issmeared again using this resolution. The bin by bin difference is calculated and these

differencesareusedtocorrecttheoriginalreconstructeddistribution.Figures10-I0

and 10-I1 show the results. In general this method does not producea distribution

that agrees with the modified PJET distribution as well as the previous method.

I
Summary of Reconstruction

We will summarize the accuracyof the reconstruction. The error bars in
figures 10-5 through 10-11 arepurelystatistical. The ET distributionstend to runout

of statistics for high ET so we will consider the distribution up to 100 GeV. The 11
distributionrunsinto both statisticaland outof cone problemsfor very forward 1"1so

we will consider that distributiononly up to rl-2.0. Inthese regions, the overall cross
sect/onscaleisreconstructedto within10-20%.Theshapeofthecrosssectionisalso

preservedatthe15-20%level.We cancomparetothisthereconstructionswhich

used the 'real'calibrationnumbers. These curvesreconstruct the scale to within I0-

20% butthe shape reconstruction is slightly betterespecially for the I"1-0.curve.

Since the realcalibrationnumbers areused, we are led to believethat errors in jet
definitionand how our calibrationis appliedcause these I0-15% shifts. These are

I systematic effects. There are furthersystematic errorsassociated with errorsin the
ET calibration. Figure8-16 implies that we can expect a 2% errorin the predicted

calibrationratioswhich we use. We estimate the effect on ourreconstructedcrosssection bychang/ng the predictedR(ET)values by +/- 2% and comparingthe

resulting cross section distributionto the PJET distribution. The results areshown in

I figureI0-17.Thuswe expectanadditional10%errorinthecrosssectionduetoan

assumed2% errorinthejetET calibrationfortheET distributions.Therldistribution

I seems more or less insensitive and changes by only 2% with a 2% change in the
R(ET) values.

I
I
!
I
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Figure 10-11 :Ratio of Unsmeared Real Calibrated reconstructed jet cross
sections to that of the generated• Real calibration numbers were used.
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Figure 10-17:Ratio of Calibrated reconstructed jet cross sections to
that of the smeared generated. Predicted calibration numbers were used.

Also plotted are resulting distributions when calibration is varied by /+/- 2 percent.
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Cross Section and Structure Functions

We have seen that the next-to-leading-order predictions largely reduce the

theoretical errors in the cross section prediction. However, there are still errors of

order 20% from the choice of parton distribution functions. A precision measurement

of the single jet inclusive cross section could be compared to several NLO theoretical

predictions generated using various sets of parton distribution function. In doing so, it

may be that some sets would be favored over others and thus the parameters used to

generate the p.d.f's could be further constrained,t We will investigate the difference

in the predicted cross sections obtained by using various sets of structure functions

calculated by Martin, Roberts and Stirling. These sets were calculated in the same

way except for two parameters. The first is the QCD A parameter. The second

parameter is rig which has to do with the gluon parton distribution function which

typicallyhas the form:

g(x) = AxX(l - x)" (10.3)

The best fit of these two parameterswas called B0. Fourmore fits were created by

choosing 4 points along a chi-squarecontour in A-rig space. The chosen parameters
and their labels are shown in table 10-1.

Set a(4) Meg rig
B0 190 5.10
B135 135 4.65
B 160 160 4.25
B200 200 5.65
B235 235 5.20

i

Table 10-2: Parameter values for various parton distribution fits.

Figure 10-12 shows the cross sections predicted by using each of these sets

when normalized to the B0 fit. The distributions differ by as much as 20% in certain

PT ranges. Changes in A tend to cause normalizationchanges while changes in rlg

changes the shape. Figure 10-13 is the same plotbut at rl-2. Likefigure 10-12, the

high and low PT regions are wherethere is the largest differencebetween the curves.

Note that there areboth scale and shape differences. FigureI0-14 is the same Wpe of
plot but this time the ri cross section at fixed PT- I0. GeV is used. The differencesare

mostly in the scale, but they are large differences. This is at very low PT, however;

figure 10-15 shows the resultsfor a PT-60. GeV pointwhich is closer to the sample

we areusing. But here the differencesaremuch less. So we see that the predicted
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crosssectiondistributionsvarywidelyindifferentkinematicregions,butthesample I

we areusingseemstobeinoneofthekinematicregionswherethedifferencesare m

notaslarge.
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Jet LO_ Cross Sections for Various Structure Functions
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Figures10-12through10-15weregeneratedusingLO predictionsonly.Itis

importanttoknowiftheNLO predictionsshowthesame,lessormoredependenceon

thechoiceofpartondistributionfunctions.Theanswerseemstobethatthe

dependenceisthesame.Figurei0-16showsonepredictionforbothLO andNLO as

anexampleofthis.

Ifwe wereabletoreconstructthecrosssectionpreciselyenough,we wouldbe

sensitivetothenormalizationandshapedifferencesbetweenthedifferentsets.The

aboveplotsseemtoimplythatonemustbesensitivetoS-10%differencesinthe

crosssection.Intherangeofourreconstructedsample,evenbetterprecisionis

necessary.Thereconstructionresultsshowthatthereconstructeddistributionsare

uncertainby20-25%.Infigure10-18we havesuperimposedtheratioofour

reconstructedcrosssectiontothatoftheinputPJET distributiontotheotherstructure

functionratios.Thereconstructionisnotnearlypreciseenoughtodifferentiate

amongthem.
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Jet E_Cross Sections for Various Structure Functions: LO vs NLO t
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Chapter 11: CONCLUSIONS ,.

The previoussections arethe resultsof simulations and studies done so far and are

by no meanscomplete. It may be useful to summarizesome of the main issues raised

along with a general indicationof how well it is believed to be understood.

1) Many of the above sections as well as the appendicesemphasize the

importanceof understandingthe def'mitionof a 'jet' when attemptingto reconstructthe

inclusive cross section. This analysis focused for the most parton the Ellis prescription

with a cone size of .7 radians. Otherdef'mitionsmay producedifferent results. Ithas

been implied here that the standardDOdefinition of pattonjets (PJETS)is notcompatible

_l with the Ellis definition and that the DOreconstructeddefinition of jets may indeed becompatiblewith the Ellis prescription. But it was also clear that they arenot identical and
the effect of their differences on the measuredcross section arenot understood. Foruse

in comparingto NLO theory, it would seem to make sense to studyhow these algorithms

c_n be tunedor modified to maximallyrespect the theoretical definition.

2) D0's abilityto reconstructjets overa wide range of ET and 11space seems

promisingbut will be very dependenton the quality of the energycalibration. The

calibrationmethod used here is simple and can"beimproved in many ways. Thejets

should be calibratedon the basis of the location of the detector in which they were found

and not basedon the 11of their jet axis. Further,we have seen that a 'jet'may consist of

several subclustersof energy which representdifferent panons. Calibrationshould be

applied on the basis of these clusters instead of on the entirejet. Finally, out-of-cone

losses threatento be a very importantphenomenafor both forward jet physics and for

studies with different cone sizes. We must learnto separateenergy that belongs inside

i
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the cone from energy that belongs outside the cone. This may require changing the fixed I

cone into a more flexible object which depends on rapidity and the center of mass frame

of the scattering.

3) This paper deals, for the most part, with the reconstruction of the cross sections
w

of the particle jets that are created by the underlying panon jets. There is a clear

fragmentation dependent difference in these two distributions and no attempt has been |
made here to recreate the partonic distributions which would ideally be compared with

theory. I4) Energycalibrationseems to be dominatedby the effects of single panicle

responsesin _hecalorimeter. A surprisinglygood correctioncan be made by determining I
the single particle responses and combining this with an assumed fragmentation. Hence, |

careful analysis of the linearity of pions and electrons in DO'sfixed target test calorimeter
is crucial

supplying a first orderjet energycorrection at collider start up. This I
in

correction can be used both for offiine analysis as well as online triggering and display.

Such analysis and work is underway.
5) In orderto be able to makestatements about structurefunctions via

I

measurementsof the single jet inclusive cross section, the precision of the reconstruction m
must be improvedover what has been shown here;additionally,any such attemptmust II

consider the low and highjet PT regions where the cross section is most sensitive to the
structure functions. I

!
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APPENDIX A: Level 1 Trigger Sensitivity

Efficiencies andrates have been calculated for variousETjets for various

triggersettings. It is expected, however, thatthese numberswill be sensitive to

differences between the simulationand the real detector. Forexample, noise would

tend to increase triggerrates,while wider jets would decreasetriggerefficiency. We

have studied the effect of the Level 1triggerto the differentcalorimeterresolutions,

noise, and differentevent generators.

Sensitivity to Event Generator.

Sensitivity to the event generatorwas done by comparingISAJET to

HERWIG. CDF has found thatHERWIGagrees verywell with the fragmentation

dependentquantitiesthey areable to measurewith their centraltrackingdetector.

(Unlike DO,they areable to determine the momentumof chargedparticlesby using

their central magnetic field and measuringthe curvatureof the particle'strajectory.)

Both simulations were runto producejets between 50 and200 GeV. The final state

generatedjets were defined by looking at me particlesproduced,applying a cone of

R-.7 and requiringthat there be at least 8 GeV in orderfor the jet to counted. Five

hundredevents were generated in each case. ISAJETgenerated2921 jets and

HERWIGgenerated2848 jets. The results were placed into a toy DOcalorimeter,no

energy cutoffs were made, the energies were smearedwith the calorimeterresolution

and longitudinalshowers were simulated. NOTE: this is NOT the same as the much
, moresophisticated anddetailedDOGEANTdetectorsimulation. Thus effects Likee/n
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and energy linearity will not show up in this comparison. But we should see effects I
of different event topology and jet energy distribution. The ET distributions looked

similar. Table AA-1 shows the jet ET breakdown of these events. I

let Et Bin

III
0..5 30% 18%

5_10 16% 22%

30_35 2.8% 2.7 l

50_55 63% 44%

>120 I__..___.__..___ .25% 0.1%

Table AA-1" Jet ET distribution for Herwig and lsajet. Herwig generates a 1higher fraction of higher as well as lower ET jets.

The ET distribution is all in all similar. HERWIGclearly has more lower as well as 1

higher ET jets. We compared various Level 1 triggers which required various ET

thresholds and various number of trigger towers. The following was observed: 1

1) The total ET triggersfired the same percentage of the time within 4%. 1
2) The triggersthat asked for I or 2 trigger towers above 3,4,5 or 6 GeV fired

the same percentage of the time within 1%. 1
3) If 3 or 4 towersare required,then HERWIGwas systematically more

efficient especially at the 6 GeV threshold where it was 5% moreefficient for I3 towers and 10% for 4 towers. This difference seems to decrease as the ET

of the jets in the sample rises. This would tend to indicate that HERWIG jets
deposit their energy in less space or perhaps that the core is more concentrated
at least for jets up to 40 GeV.

Sensitivity to Noise.

Noise is the presenceof a signal (usuallywith a constantmean and width) in the

absence of particles in the detector. We now would like to comparethe trigger
efficiencies based on varying the Level 1 simulatorwith noise and without. We

should note thatat the time the study was done, theLevel 1 simulatorhad much larger

noise than it was programmedto have afterthe Ca'stcosmic raycommissioning run.

The widths of the noise were approximately250 MeV in the electromag:netictrigger
towersand 700-900 MeV in.the hadronicportion. A 2.5 sigma zero suppre,_iortwas
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i appliedtoevery tower. We looked at trigger efficiencies for various types of physics

i processes. 50 GeV Single Electrons:
For 50 GeV electrons the efficiencies are virtually identical with and without

I noise if 1 tower above a threshold is required. At the 3 GeV threshold, the efficiency
doubles if N---2,3or 4 towers above 3 GeV are required and the noise is turned on in

I the simulation. But these efficiencies are low as electrons tend to enter one trigger
tower only.

50 GeV Single Pions:

I For 50 GeV pions, we only see an effect when N=3. Without noise, the pion

is very inefficient at these thresholds. But with noise, the triggering rates go up by a

a factor of about5. We theorize that the pions spread out enough energy to allow noise
effects to 'build' upon the lower towers and manage to trigger.

14000 jets in a variety of ET samples:

Table AA-3 shows the multiplicative increase in triggering efficiency when

the noise is turnedonin thesimtdation.Weseetwotrends.First, the lower El"bins

have larger increases in triggerefficiency. Secondly, the lower trigger tower
thresholds are more sensitive to the noise. The 5 GeV threshold is relatively

insensitive to noise while the higherthresholds are insensitive. We expect thatthe

real determiningfactoris the ratioof the noise level to the trigger tower threshold.

|
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# of'IT Et Cut 25 $_10 10 20 20_40 40 80I I ,,_ _,_

I 3 1.5 , 1.6 I.I 1.09 l.O - l

I 5 1.0 1.0 1.04 1.0 1.0 HI
III

2 3 3.0 2.5 1.5 1.09 1.0
I I I

2 5 1.0 I.I I.I 1.03
I

3 3 .008/0. 1.5 2.0 1.2 1.03
_

3 5 1.0 1.03 1.05

4 3 .007/0 2.3 1.3 1.05
III I I

4 5 1.3 I.III

Table AA-2: Ratioof Level 1 TriggerTower efficiencywith noise to without.

Sensitivity to Energy Resolution

We also look at the effect of calorimeterresolutionon the Level 1 trigger
efficiencies. We compareanold set of events in which smearingwas 30%/qE'for
electronsand 60%/_A" to new numbersthatare 16%/_rg' for electronsand 40%/'_E"

for pions. Table AA-3 shows the ratio ,R, of the ratewith the old smearingwith

respect to thatwith the new smearing. This ratiois significantly greaterthanone only
for the 3 GeV thresholdsand thelowest ET bins. But it is here thatmuchof the rate

comes from. Thus it is importantto know the Level 1energy resolution. We see that
the high ET event efficiencies arerelativelyunchangedat all triggers. But the 2_5

and 5_10 arewidely different. Since the QCDjet ET spectrumfalls as ET to a power,
these small ET bins can contributesizable amountsof ratewhich will decrease the

signal to noise of the events that pass through the Level 1.
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# oftowersET Cut 2_5 5.,10 I0._20 20_40 40_80
I 3 7 2.2 1.15 1.02

I II II I

i 5 3 1.3 1.01
II I

! 7 1.04 1.02
i i ii ii l

I 9 1.25 1.02
I I I I I

2 3 2 3.7 1.5 1.08

2 5 1.06
III I I II I III]II I I II II ]_I

2 7 1.09
I I I I II

2 9
III I

3 3 infinite 2.0 1.7 1.18
i I II IIIIII

3 5 3.0 I.II
I I [ Ill I II

3 7
I IIIII

3 9

4 3 3.0 1.38
I I I

4 5 1.5 1.07
I I

4 7 1.07
IIII I III I I

4 9
I

TableAA-3:RatioofTriggerEfficiencywitholdsmearingcomparedtonew
smearing:
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